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8th term 1 
1. Advent of the Europeans 

 
Introduction 
 

Many of the foreign travellers, traders, missionaries and civil 
servants who came to India in the 18th and 19th centuries have left 
accounts of their experiences and their impressions of various parts of 
the country. To know the events of modern period, we have abundant 
sources at the international, national, and regional level.  
 

Sources of Modern India 
 

The sources for the history of modern India help us to know the 
political, socio-economic and cultural developments in the country. 
From the very beginning, the Portuguese, the Dutch, the French, the 
Danes, and the English recorded their official transactions in India on 
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state papers. Well preserved records are very valuable to know about 
their relations in India. The archives at Lisbon, Goa, Pondicherry and 
Madras were literally store houses of precious historical information‘s. 
All these sources must, however, is critically evaluated before they are 
used for historical writing. 

 

Kinds of Sources 
 

We can write history with the help of sources like written sources 
and material sources. 
 

Written Sources 
 

After the advent of the printing press, numerous books were 
published in different languages. Hence, people began to acquire 
knowledge easily in the fields like art, literature, history and science. The 
Europeans came to know about the immense Wealth of India from the 
accounts of Marco Polo and similar sources. The wealth of India 
attracted Europeans to this country. Ananda Rangam is a name to 
conjure with in the annals of Tamil history. He was a Dubash 
(Translator) in Pondicherry to assist French trade in India. He recorded 
the events that took place in French India. His diaries contain the daily 
events from 1736 to 1760, which are the only written secular record 
available during that period. His diaries reveal his profound capacity for 
political judgment, and is a most valuable source of history. Written 
sources include Literatures, Travel Accounts, Diaries, Auto Biographies, 
Pamphlets, Government Documents and Manuscripts. 

 
 

Archives 
 

This is the place where historical documents are preserved. The 
National Archives of India (NAI) is located in New Delhi. It is the chief 
storehouse of the records of the government of India. It has main source 
of information for understanding past administrative machinery as well 
as a guide to the present and future generations related to all matters. It 
contains authentic evidence for knowing the political, social, economic, 
cultural and scientific life and activities of the people of India. It is one of 
the largest Archives in Asia. 
 

Tamil Nadu Archives 
 

The Madras Record Office, presently known as Tamil Nadu 
Archives (TNA) is located in Chennai. It is one of the oldest and largest 
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document repositories in Southern India. The most of the records in the 
Tamil Nadu archives are in English. The collections include series of 
administrative records in Dutch, Danish, Persian and Marathi. Few 
documents are in French, Portuguese, Tamil and Urdu. 

 

Tamil Nadu Archives has 1642 volumes of Dutch records which 
relate to Cochin and Coromandal coast. These records cover the period 
from 1657 – 1845. The Danian records cover the period from 1777 – 1845. 
Dodwell prepared with great effort and the first issue of the calendar of 
Madras records was published in 1917. He was highly interested in 
encouraging historical researches. He opened a new chapter in the 
History of Tamil Nadu Archives. 

 

Material Sources 
 

Many paintings and statues are the main sources of modern Indian 
history. They give us a lot of information and the achievement of 
national leaders and historical personalities. Historical buildings like St. 
Francis Church at Cochin, St. Louis Fort at Pondicherry, St. George Fort 
in Madras, St. David fort in Cuddalore, India Gate, Parliament House, 
President House in New Delhi, etc are different styles and techniques of 
Indian architecture. Other objects and materials of religious, cultural and 
historical value are collected and preserved in Museums. These 
museums help to preserve and promote our cultural heritage. The 
national museum in Delhi is the largest museum in India which was 
established in 1949. 
 

Coins are a good source to know about administrative history. The 
first coinage in modern India under the crown was issued in 1862. 
Edward VII ascended after Queen Victoria and the coins issued by him 
bore his model. The Reserve Bank of India was formally set up in 1935 
and was empowered to issue Government of India notes. The first paper 
currency issued by RBI in January 1938 was 5 rupee notes bearing the 
portrait of King George VI. 
 

Advent of the Europeans 
 

After the capture of Constantinople by the Turks in A.D (CE) 1453, 
the land route between India and Europe was closed. The Turks 
penetrated into North Africa and the Balkan Peninsula. It became 
imperative on the part of the European nations to discover new sea 
routes to the East.  
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Portugal 
 

Amongst the entire European nations Portugal was the foremost to 
make a dynamic attempt to discover a sea route to India. Prince Henry 
of Portugal, who is commonly known as the ―Navigator‖, encouraged 
his countrymen to take up the adventurous life of exploring the 
unknown regions of the world. Bartholomew Diaz, a Portuguese sailor 
reached the southern-most point of Africa in 1487. He was patronized by 
the King John II. 
 

Vasco da Gama 
 

Vasco da Gama, another Portuguese sailor reached the southern-
most point of Africa and he continued his journey to Mozambique from 
where he sailed to India with the help of an Indian pilot. In A.D (CE) 
1498, he reached Calicut, where he was cordially received by King 
Zamorin, the ruler of Calicut. A second Portuguese navigator, Pedro 
Alvares Cabral, sailed towards India, following the route discovered by 
Vasco da Gama with 13 ships and a few hundred soldiers in 1500. On his 
arrival at Calicut, there arose conflicts between the Portuguese and king 
Zamorin. 

 

Vasco da Gama came to India for the second time in 1501 with 20 
ships and founded a trading centre at Cannanore. One after another, 
they established factories at Calicut and Cochin. King Zamorin attacked 
the Portuguese in Cochin, but was defeated. Cochin was the first capital 
of the Portuguese East India Company. The third voyage of Vasco da 
Gama was in 1524. He soon fell ill, and in December 1524 he died in 
Cochin. 

 

Francisco de Almeida (1505-1509) 
 

In 1505, Francisco de Almeida was sent as the first Governor for 
the Portuguese possessions in India. Almeida had the aim of developing 
the naval power of the Portuguese in India. His policy was known as the 
―Blue Water Policy‖. As Portuguese tried to break the Arab's monopoly 
on Indian Ocean trade, it negatively impacted on the trade interests of 
Egypt and Turkey. Sultans of Bijapur and Gujarat were also 
apprehensive of the expansion of Portuguese control of ports which led 
to an alliance between Egypt, Turkey and Gujarat against Portuguese 
invaders. In a naval battle fought near Chaul, the combined Muslim fleet 
won a victory over the Portuguese fleet under Almeida‘s son who was 
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killed in the battle. Almeida defeated the combined Muslim fleet in a 
naval battle near Diu, and by the year 1509, Portuguese claimed the 
naval supremacy in Asia. 

 
 

Alfonso de Albuquerque (1509-1515) 
 

The real founder of the Portuguese power in India was Alfonso de 
Albuquerque. He captured Goa from the Sultan of Bijapur in November 
1510. In 1515, he established the Portuguese authority over Ormuz in 
Persian Gulf. He encouraged the marriages of the Portuguese with 
Indian women. He maintained friendly relations with Vijayanagar 
Empire. 

 

Nino de Cunha (1529-1538) 
 

Governor Nino de Cunha moved capital from Cochin to Goa in 
1530. In 1534, he acquired Bassein from Bahadur Shah of Gujarat. In 
1537, the Portuguese occupied Diu. Later, they wrested Daman from the 
local chiefs of Gujarat. In 1548, they occupied Salsette. 

 

Thus during the 16th century, Portuguese succeeded in capturing 
Goa, Daman, Diu, Salsette, Bassein, Chaul and Bombay on the western 
coast, Hooghly on the Bengal coast and San Thome on the Madras coast 
and enjoyed good trade benefits. The Portuguese brought the cultivation 
of tobacco to India. Due to the influence of Portuguese Catholic religion 
spread in certain regions on India‘s western and eastern coasts. The 
printing press was set up by the Portuguese at Goa in 1556. A scientific 
work on the Indian medicinal plants by a European writer was printed 
at Goa in 1563. In 17th century, the Portuguese power began to decline 
to the Dutch and by 1739 the Portuguese pockets became confined to 
Goa, Diu and Daman. 

 

The Dutch  
 

The Dutch followed the Portuguese into India. In 1602, the United 
East India company of Netherlands was formed and it received the 
sanction of their government to trade in East India. After their arrival in 
India, the Dutch founded their first factory in Masulipatnam, (Andhra 
Pradesh) in 1605. This company captured Amboyna from the 
Portuguese in 1605 and established its supremacy in the Spice Islands. 
They captured Nagapatnam near Madras from the Portuguese and 
made this place as their strong hold in South India. At first, Pulicat was 
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their headquarters. Later, they shifted it to Nagapatnam in 1690. The 
most important Indian commodities traded by the Dutch were silk, 
cotton, indigo, rice and opium. They monopolized the trade in black 
pepper and other spices. The important factories in India were Pulicat, 
Surat, Chinsura, Kasim bazaar, Patna, Nagapatnam, Balasore and 
Cochin. 

 

The English East India Company remained engaged in rivalry 
with the Portuguese and the Dutch throughout the 17th century. In 1623, 
the Dutch cruelly killed ten English traders and nine Javanese in 
Amboyna. This incident accelerated the rivalry between the two 
Europeans companies. Their final collapse came with their defeat by the 
English in the Battle of Bedera in 1759. The Dutch lost their settlements 
one by one to the English and was completely wiped out by the year 
1795.  
 

Dutch in Tamil Nadu 
 

The Portuguese who established a control over Pulicat since 1502 
were over thrown by the Dutch. In Pulicat, the Dutch built the fort 
Geldria in 1613. This fort was once the seat of Dutch power. The Dutch 
established their settlement at Pulicat in 1610. Diamonds were exported 
from Pulicat to the western countries. The other Dutch colonial forts and 
possessions were Nagapattinam, Punnakayal, Porto Novo, Cuddalore 
and Devanampatinam;  
 

The British 
 

On 31st December 1600, Elizabeth, the Queen of England granted a 
charter to the governor and company of Merchants of London to trade 
with East Indies. The Company was headed by a Governor and a court 
of 24 directors. Captain Hawkins visited Jahangir‘s court in 1608 to get 
certain concessions for the company. He secured permission to raise a 
settlement at Surat. However, the Emperor cancelled the permission 
under pressure from the Portuguese. 

 

In 1612, the English Captain Thomas Best, inflicted a severe defeat 
over the Portuguese in a naval battle near Surat. The Mughal Emperor 
Jahangir permitted the English to establish their factory in 1613 at Surat, 
which initially became the headquarters of the English in western India. 
Captain Nicholas Downton won another decisive victory over the 
Portuguese in 1614. These events enhanced the British prestige at the 
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Mughal court. In 1615, Sir Thomas Roe was sent to Jahangir‘s court by 
King James I of England. He remained at Agra for three years and 
succeeded in concluding a commercial treaty with the emperor. Before 
the departure of Sir Thomas Roe, the English had established their 
trading centres at Surat, Agra, Ahmadabad and Broach.  
 

On the coastline of the Bay of Bengal, the English established their 
first factory in 1611 at Masulipatam, an important port in the territory of 
the kingdom of Golconda. In 1639, the English merchant, Francis Day, 
obtained Madras as a lease from Chennappa Nayaka, the ruler of 
Chandragiri. The East India Company built its famous factory known as 
Fort St. George in Madras, which became their headquarters for the 
whole of the eastern belt and first fort built by British. King Charles II of 
England received the island of Bombay as a part of his dowry from the 
Portuguese King, on the occasion of his marriage with Catherine. In 
1668, the East India Company acquired the island at an annual rent of £ 
(pounds) 10 from Charles II. 
 

In 1690 a factory was established at Sutanuti by Job Charnock. The 
Zamindari of the three villages of Sutanuti, Kalikata and Govindpur was 
acquired by the British in 1698. These villages later grew into the city of 
Calcutta. The factory at Sutanuti was fortified in 1696 and this new 
fortified settlement was named as ‗Fort William‘ in 1700. After the Battle 
of Plassey in 1757 and the Battle of Buxar in 1764, the Company became 
a political power. India was under the East India Company‘s rule till 
1858 after it came under the direct administration of the British Crown. 
 

Danish 
 

On March 17, 1616 the King of Denmark, Christian IV, issued a 
charter and created a Danish East India company. They established 
settlement at Tranqueber (Tamilnadu) in 1620 and Serampore (Bengal) 
in 1676. Serampore was their headquarters in India. They failed to 
strengthen themselves in India and they sold all their settlement in India 
to the British in 1845. 
 

The French  
 

The French East India Company was formed in 1664 by Colbert, a 
Minister of King Louis XIV. In 1667, a French expedition came to India 
under Francois Caron. France was the last European country to come 
India as traders. Caron founded the first French factory in India at Surat. 
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In1669, Marcara founded second French factory at Masulipatam by 
securing a patent from the Sultan of Golkonda. In 1673, the settlement of 
Pondicherry was founded by Martin under a grant from Sher Khan 
Lodi, the ruler of Bijapur. Pondicherry became the most important and 
prosperous French settlement in India. A fort known as St. Louis was 
built by Francois Martin in Pondicherry. In 1673, the French obtained 
permission from Shaista Khan, the Mughal Subedar (governor) of 
Bengal to establish a township at Chandranagore, near Calcutta. 

 

The French East India Company established factories in different 
parts of India, particularly in the coastal regions such Mahe, Karaikal, 
Balasore and Qasim Bazar. These were a few important trading Centers 
of the French East India Company. The vision of the French power in 
India was further reinforced by the appointment of Joseph Francois 
Dupleix as the Governor of the French East India Company in 1742. He 
succeeded Dumas as the French governor of Pondicherry.  
 

Conclusion 
 

Since the Portuguese were eliminated by the Dutch and the later 
extinguished by the English, the French were left to face the English for 
control over trade and territory. The French neglected trade and 
entangled themselves in wars with Indian and other European powers. 
The three ―Carnatic wars‖ ruined the French and rejuvenated the 
English to embark on a systematic territorial expansion. The 
comparative success of the British over the Portuguese, the Dutch, the 
Danish, and the French was largely due to their commercial 
competitiveness, spirit of supreme sacrifice, government support, naval 
superiority, national character and their ascendency in Europe. 
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2. From Trade to Territory 

 
Introduction 
 

In the 15th Century, Europe witnessed an era of geographical 
discoveries through land and sea routes. In 1498, Vasco Da Gama of 
Portugal discovered a new sea route from Europe to India. The main 
motive behind those discoveries was to maximize profit through trade 
and to establish political supremacy. The rule of East India Company in 
India became effective after the conquest of Bengal. The main interest of 
the company in India was territorial and commercial expansions. 

 

The Black Hole tragedy (1756) 
 

There was a small dungeon room in the Fort William in Calcutta, 
where troops of the Nawab of Bengal Siraj-ud-daula, held 146 British 
Prisoners of war for one night. Next day morning, when the door was 
opened 123 of the prisoners found dead because of suffocation.   

 

Establishment of Political Power by the English East India Company 
 

Battle of Plassey (1757) 
 

Alivardi Khan, the Nawab of Bengal died in 1756 and his 
grandson Siraj-ud-daula ascended the throne of Bengal. The British 
taking advantage of the New Nawab‘s weakness and unpopularity 
seized power. So, Siraj-ud-daulah decided to teach them (British) a 
lesson by attacking over their political settlement of Calcutta. The 
Nawab captured their factory at Kasimbazar. On 20th June 1756, Fort 
William surrendered but Robert Clive recovered Calcutta. 
 

On 9th February 1757, Treaty of Alinagar was signed, where by 
Siraj-ud-daulah conceded practically all his claims. British then captured 
Chandranagore, the French settlement, on March 1757. The battle of 
Plassey took place between the British East India Company and the 
Nawab of Bengal and his French allies. It  
was fought on 23 June 1757. The English East India Company‘s forces 
under Robert Clive defeated the forces of Siraj-ud-daulah. After the 
collapse of Bengal, the company gained a huge amount of wealth from 
the treasury of  Bengal and used it to strengthen its military force. The 
beginning of the British political sway over India may be traced from the 
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Battle of Plassey. It was the most decisive battle that marked the 
initiation of British rule in India for the next two centuries. 
 
 

Battle of Buxar (1764) 
 

After the Battle of Plassey in 1757, the company was granted 
undisputed right to have free trade in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. It 
received the place of 24 parganas in Bengal. Mir Jafar (1757 to 1760) the 
Nawab of Bengal however fell into arrears and was forced to abdicate in 
favor of his son in law, Mir Qasim. 
Mir Qasim ceded Burdwan, Midnapore and Chittagong. He shifted his 
capital to from Mursidabad to Monghur. Mir Qasim soon revolted as he 
was angry with the British for misusing the destakes (free duty passes). 
However, having been defeated by the British, he fled to Awadh, where 
he formed a confederacy with Shuja-ud-daulah and Shah Alam. 
 

The Battle was fought on October 22, 1764 at Buxar, a ―small 
fortified town‖ within the territory of Bihar, located on the banks of the 
Ganges river about 130 kilometers west of Patna. It was a decisive 
victory for the British East India Company. Shuja–ud-daulah, Shah Alam 
and Mir Qasim were defeated by General Hector Munro. Mir Jafar was 
again placed on the throne. On Mir Jafar‘s death, his son Nizam-ud-
daulah was placed on the throne and signed Allahabad Treaty on 20th 
February 1765 by which the Nawab had to disband most of his army 
and to administer Bengal through a Deputy Subahdar nominated by the 
company. Robert Clive concluded two separate treaties with Shuja-ud-
daula and Shah Alam II. Dual System of government started in Bengal. 

 

Carnatic wars 
 

In the 18th century, three Carnatic wars were fought between 
various Indian rulers, British and French East Indian Company on either 
side. Traditionally, Britain and France were rival countries in Europe. 
Their rivalry continued in India over trade and territories. It resulted in 
a series of military conflicts in the south known as the Carnatic wars 
which spanned from 1746 to 1763. These wars resulted in establishment 
of political supremacy of British East Indian Company. 
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First Carnatic war 
 

On the outbreak of the Austrian war of succession in Europe the 
English and the French were on opposite camps increased the hostility 
between these two forces. The echo of this war was felt in India. 
 

Battle of Adayar (1746) 
 

The First Carnatic War is remembered for the battle of San. Thome 
(Madras) fought between the French forces and the forces of Anwar-ud-
din, the Nawab of Carnatic, who appealed the British for help. A small 
French army under Captain Paradise defeated the strong Indian army 
under Mahfuz Khan at San. Thome on the banks of the River Adayar. 
This was the first occasion when the superiority of the well-trained and 
well-equipped European army over the Indian army was proved 
beyond doubt. 

 

Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748) 
 

The war was ended by the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle which brought 
the Austrian War of Succession to an end. Under the terms of this treaty, 
Madras was returned back to the English, and the French, in turn, got 
their territories in North America. 

 

Second Carnatic War 
 

The main cause of this war was the issue of succession in Carnatic 
and Hyderabad. Anwaruddin Khan and Chanda Sahib were the two 
claimants to the throne of Carnatic, whereas Nasir Jang and Muzaffar 
Jang were claimants to the throne of Hyderabad. The French supported 
Chanda sahib and Muzaffar Jang, while the British supported the other 
claimants with the objective of keeping their interest and influence in the 
entire Deccan region. 
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Battle of Ambur (1749) 
 

Finally Dupleix, Chanda Sahib and Muzaffar Jang formed a grand 
alliance and defeated and killed Anwar-ud-din Khan, the Nawab of 
Carnatic, on 3 August 1749 in the Battle of Ambur. Muhammad Ali, the 
son of Anwar-ud-din, fled to Trichinopoly. Chanda Sahib became the 
Nawab of Carnatic and rewarded the French with the grant of 80 
villages around Pondicherry. 
 

In the Deccan, too, the French defeated and killed Nasir Jang and 
made Muzaffar Jang as the Nizam. The new Nizam gave ample rewards 
to the French. He appointed Dupleix as the governor of all the territories 
in south of the river Krishna. Muzaffar Jang was assassinated by his own 
people in 1751. Salabat Jang, brother of Nasir Jang was raised to the 
throne by Bussy. Salabat Jang granted the Northern Circars excluding 
the Guntur District to the French. Dupleix‘s power was at its zenith by 
that time. 
 

Battle of Arcot (1751) 
 

In the meantime, Dupleix sent forces to besiege the fort of Trichy 
where Muhammad Ali had taken shelter. Chanda Sahib also joined with 
the French in their efforts to besiege Trichy. Robert Clive‘s proposal was 
accepted by the British governor, Saunders, and with only 200 English 
and 300 Indian soldiers, Clive was entrusted the task of capturing Arcot. 
His attack proved successful. Robert Clive defeated the French at Arni 
and Kaveripak. With the assistance of Lawrence, Chanda Sahib was 
killed in Trichy. Muhammad Ali was made the Nawab of Arcot under 
British protection. The French Government recalled Dupleix to Paris. 

 

Treaty of Pondicherry (1755) 
 

Dupleix was succeeded by Godeheu who agreed the treaty of 
Pondicherry. According to it, both the powers agreed not to interfere in 
the internal affairs of the native states. They were to retain their old 
positions. New forts should not be built by either power. The treaty 
made the British stronger. The second Carnatic war also proved 
inconclusive. The English proved their superiority on land by 
appointing Mohammad Ali as the Nawab of Carnatic. The French were 
still very powerful in Hyderabad. However, the predominant position of 
the French in the Deccan peninsula was definitely undermined in this 
war. 
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Third Carnatic War 
 

The outbreak of the Seven Years‘ War in Europe led to the third 
Carnatic war in India. By this time, Robert Clive established the British 
power in Bengal by the Battle of Plassey which provided them with the 
necessary finance for the third Carnatic war. Count de Lally was 
deputed from France to conduct the war from the French side. He easily 
captured Fort St. David. He ordered Bussy to come down to the Carnatic 
with his army, to make a united effort to push the British out of the 
Carnatic. Taking advantage of Bussy‘s departure, Robert Clive sent 
Colonel Forde from Bengal to occupy the Northern Circars (parts of 
Andhraparadesh and Odhisha). 
  

Battle of Wandiwash (1760) 
 

The decisive battle of the third Carnatic war was fought on 
January 22, 1760. The English army under General Eyre Coote totally 
routed the French army under Lally. Within a year the French had lost 
all their possessions in India. Lally returned to France where he was 
imprisoned and executed.  

 
Treaty of Paris (1763) 
 

The Seven Years‘ War was concluded by the treaty of Paris. The 
French settlements including Pondicherry were given back to the 
French. But they were forbidden from fortifying those places. They were 
not allowed to gather armies. The French dominance in India practically 
came to an end. 

 

Mysore and its Resistance to British Expansion 
 

The state of Mysore rose to prominence in the politics of South 
India under the leadership of Haider Ali (1760-82). He and his son Tipu 
Sultan (1782-99) played a prominent role against the expansion of British 
Empire in India. Both of them faced the English with undoubted 
courage. In 1761, he became the de facto ruler of Mysore. He also proved 
to be the most formidable enemy of the English in India. 
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The First Anglo-Mysore War 
 

Causes 
 

 Haider Ali‟s growing power and his friendly relations with 
the French became a matter of concern for the English East 
India Company.  
 

 The Marathas, the Nizam and the English entered into a triple 
alliance against Haider Ali. 

 

Course 
 

The Nizam, with the help of British troops under General Joseph 
Smith, invaded Mysore in 1767. Haider Ali defeated English and 
captured Mangalore. In March 1769, he attacked Madras and forced the 
English to sign a treaty on 4 April 1769. 

 

Treaty of Madras (1769) 
 

At the end of the war, the Treaty of Madras was signed between 
Haider Ali and  British East India Company. Both the parties returned 
the conquered territories and promised to help each other in case of any 
foreign attack on them.  

 

 
 

The Second Anglo-Mysore War 
 

Causes 
 

 The English did not fulfill the terms of the treaty of 1769, when 
Haider‟s territories were attacked in 1771 by Marathas, Haider 
did not get help from the British. 

 British captured Mahe, a French settlement within Haider‟s 
Jurisdiction. It led to the formation of an alliance by Haider with 
the Nizam and Marathas against the English in 1779. 
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Course 
 

In 1781, the British General Sir Eyre Coote defeated Haider Ali at 
Porto Novo. The Mysore forces suffered another defeat at Solinger. 
Haider Ali died of cancer during the course of the war. After the death 
of Haider Ali in 1782, his son Tipu Sultan, continued the war against the 
English. Tipu captured Brigadier Mathews, the supreme commander of 
the British forces along with his soldiers in 1783. It was a serious loss to 
Tipu. 
 

Treaty of Mangalore (1784) 
 

On 7th March 1784 the treaty of Mangalore was signed between the 
two parties. Both agreed to return the conquered territories and also the 
prisoners of war. Thus, Warren Hastings saved the newly-established 
British dominion from the wrath of powerful enemies like Marathas and 
Haider Ali. When the British lost their colonies in America and 
elsewhere, Warren Hastings lost nothing in India. Instead, he 
consolidated the British power in India. 

 

The Third Anglo-Mysore War 
 

Causes 
 

 Tipu was trying to seek alliance of foreign powers against the 
English and for that purpose he had sent his ambassadors to 
France and Turkey. 
 

 Tipu attacked on Travancore in 1789 whose ruler was an ally of 
the British. 
 

 The English, the Nizam and the Marathas entered into a “Triple 
Alliance” against Mysore. 

 

Course 
 

Tipu fought alone which continued for two years. It was fought in 
three phases. The attack of the English under General Medows failed. 
Therefore, in December 1790, Cornwallis himself took the command of 
the army. Cornwallis captured all the hill-forts which obstructed his 
advance towards Srirangapatam and reached near its outer wall. Tipu 
felt desperate and opened negotiations with the English. Cornwallis 
agreed and the treaty of Srirangapatnam was concluded in 1792. 
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Treaty of Srirangapatnam (1792) 
 

 Tipu surrendered half of his kingdom to the allies. 
 

 Tipu agreed to pay 3.6 crore of rupees to the English as war 
indemnity and surrendered two of his sons as hostages to the 
English. 

 

 The English acquired Malabar, Coorg, Dindigul and 
Baramahal(Coimbatore and Salem). 

 

The Fourth Anglo-Mysore War 
 

Tipu Sultan did not forget the humiliating treaty of 
Srirangapatnam imposed upon him by Cornwallis in 1790. 

 
Causes 
 

 Tipu sought alliance with foreign powers against the English 
and sent ambassadors to Arabia, Turkey, Afghanistan and the 
French. 
 

 Tipu was in correspondence with Napoleon who invaded 
Egypt at that time.  
 

 The French officers came to Srirangapatnam where they 
founded a Jacobin Club and planted the Tree of Liberty. 

 

Course 
 

Wellesley declared war against Tipu in 1799. The war was short 
and decisive. As planned, the Bombay army under General Stuart 
invaded Mysore from the west. The Madras army, which was led by the 
Governor-General‘s brother, Arthur Wellesley, forced Tipu to retreat to 
his capital Srirangapatnam. On 4th May 1799 Srirangapatnam was 
captured. Tipu fought bravely and was killed finally. Thus ended the 
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fourth Mysore War and the whole of Mysore lay prostrate before the 
British. 

 

Mysore after the War 
 

 The English occupied Kanara, Wynad, Coimbatore, Darapuram 
and Srirangapattinam.  
 

 Krishna Raja Odayar of the former Hindu royal family was 
brought to the throne.  
 

 Tipu‟s family was sent to the fort of Vellore.  
 

Anglo-Maratha Wars 
 

The Marathas managed to overcome the crisis caused by their 
defeat at Panipat and after a decade recovered their control over Delhi. 
However the old Maratha Confederacy controlled by the Peshwa had 
given way to five virtually independent states. Peshwa at Pune, 
Gaikwads at Baroda, Bhonsle at Nagpur, Holkars at Indore, and Scindias 
at Gwalior. The Peshwa‘s government was weakened by internal 
rivalries, and the other four leaders were often hostile to one another. 
Despite this, the Marathas were still a formidable power. The internal 
conflict among the Marathas was best utilized by the British in their 
expansionist policy. 

 

First Anglo-Maratha War 
 

In the case of the Marathas, the first British intervention was at the 
time of dispute over succession to the Peshwaship following the death of 
Narayan Rao. After the death of Narayan Rao, Raghunath Rao 
(Raghoba) became the Peshwa, but his authority was challenged by a 
strong party at Poona under Nana Phadnavis. The party recognised the 
infant born posthumously to Narayan Rao‘s wife, Ganga Bai, as the 
Peshwa and set up a council of regency in his name. Having failed in his 
bid to capture power, Raghunath Rao approached the British for help. 
The Treaty of Surat between the English and Raghunath Rao was 
concluded in 1775. However, the majority of the Supreme British 
Council in Calcutta was opposed to the Surat treaty, although Warren 
Hastings himself had no objection to ratifying the treaty. The council 
sent Colonel Upton to Poona to negotiate a peace with the Poona 
regency. Accordingly, Upton concluded the Treaty of Purandhar in 1776. 
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The treaty, however, did not take effect due to opposition from the 
English government in Bombay. In 1781, Warren Hastings dispatched 
British troops under Captain Popham. He defeated the Maratha chief, 
MahadajiScindia, in a number of small battles and captured Gwalior. 
Later on 17th May 1782, the Treaty of Salbai was signed between Warren 
Hastings and MahadajiScindia.  
 

Results 
 

 RaghunathRao was pensioned off and MadhavRao II was 
accepted as the Peshwa. 
 

 Salsette was given to the British.  
 

 The Treaty of Salbai established the British influence in 
Indian politics. It provided the British twenty years of peace 
with the Marathas.  

 
The internal affairs of the Marathas 
 

The internal affairs of the Marathas deteriorated further after the 
close of the first Maratha War. Nana Fadnavis grew fond of power, 
jealous of Mahadaji Scindia and became progressively inclined to seek 
the support of the English. The young Peshwa, Madhava Rao II, tried to 
improve the affairs but could not check the rivalry of the Maratha chiefs. 
Mahadaji Scindia died in 1794 and was succeeded by his grand nephew 
Daulat Rao Scindia. His death left Nana Fadnavis supreme at Poona and 
the English to expand their influence in north India. Peshwa Madhav 
Rao II committed suicide in 1795, and BajiRao II, worthless son of 
RaghunathRao, became the Peshwa. The death of Nana Phadnavis in 
1800 gave the British an added advantage. 

 

Jaswant Rao Holkar and Daulat Rao Scindia were fighting against 
each other. The Peshwa supported Scindia against Holkar. The Peshwa 
and the Scindia agreed to help each other.Holkar marched against the 
Peshwa. The combined forces of Scindia and the Peshwa were utterly 
defeated in 1802 and captured the city. BajiRao II approached Lord 
Wellesley, the then Governor-General of India, for help. Lord Wellesley 
welcomed the Peshwa and made him sign the Treaty of Bassein, in other 
words, the Treaty of Subsidiary Alliance, accepting the status of a British 
subsidiary in 1802. As an immediate to the Treaty of Bassein, the British 
troops marched under the command of Arthur Wellesely towards Poona 
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and restored the Peshwa to his position. The forces of Holkar vanished 
from the Maratha capital. 

 

The Second Anglo-Maratha War 
 

After accepted the subsidiary alliance by the Peshwa, 
DaulatRaoScindia and RaghojiBhonsle attempted to save Maratha's 
independence. But the well prepared and organised army of the English 
under Arthur Wellesely defeated the combined armies of Schindhia and 
Bhonsle at Assaye and Argaon. The English forced them to conclude 
separate subsidiary treaties namely the Treaty of Deogaon and the 
Treaty of Surji-Arjungaon respectively in 1803. But, YashwantRaoHolkar 
(also called as JaswantRaoHolkar) was yet undefeated. He had not 
participated in the war so far. Holkar plundered the territory of Jaipur 
and, in 1804, the English declared war against him. YashwantRaoHolkar 
made an attempt to form a coalition of Indian rulers to fight against the 
British. But his attempt proved unsuccessful. The Marathas were 
defeated, reduced to British vassalage and islolated from one another. 

 

Results 
 

 The Maratha power was gradually weakened 
 

 The English East India Company started becoming the 
paramount power in India. 

 

The Third Anglo-Maratha War 
 

The Third Anglo-Maratha War was the final and decisive conflict 
between the British East India Company and the Maratha Empire in 
India. It began with an invasion of the Maratha territory by British East 
India Company troops. The troops were led by the Governor General 
Hastings and he was supported by a force under General Thomas 
Hislop.The PeshwaBajiRao II's forces, followed by those of Mudhoji II 
Bhonsle of Nagpur andMalharraoHolkar III of Indore, rose against the 
British. DaulatraoScindia of Gwalior remained neutral. The Peshwa was 
defeated in the battles of Khadki and Koregaon and several minor 
battles were fought by the Peshwa's forces to prevent his capture. 
Bhonsle was defeated in the battle of Sitabaldi and Holkar in the battle 
of Mahidpur. 
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Results 
 

 The Maratha confederacy was dissolved and Peshwaship was 
abolished.  


 Most of the territory of Peshwa BajiRao II was annexed and 
became part of the Bombay Presidency. 
 

 The defeat of the Bhonsle and Holkar also resulted in the 
acquisition of the Maratha kingdoms of Nagpur and Indore 
by the British.  
 

 The BajiRao II, the last Peshwa of Maratha was given an 
annual pension of 8 lakh rupees. 

 

The British Administrative Organisation in India 
 

The British Indian administration was run by four principal 
institutions - Civil Services, Army, Police and Judiciary. 

 

Civil Services 
 

The term ‗civil service‘ was used for the first time by the East India 
Company to distinguish its civilian employees from their military 
counterparts. Translating law into action and collecting revenue were 
the main jobs of the civil service. The civil service was initially 
commercial in nature but later it was transformed into a public service. 
In the beginning, the appointment to these services was the sole 
prerogative of the Court of Directors of the Company. But the 
nominated civil servants indulged in corruption, bribery and illegal 
private trade. So, Cornwallis who came to India as Governor-General in 
1786, enforced the rules against private trade. He also raised the salary 
of the Company‘s servants who became the highest paid civil servants in 
the world. 

 

Lord Wellesley, who came to India as Governor-General in 1798, 
introduced the idea of suitable training for the civil servants in India. In 
1800, he established the College in Fort William at Calcutta to provide 
training in literature, science and languages. However, the directors of 
the Company disapproved of his action and replaced it by their own 
East India College, established at Haileybury in England in 1806. The 
idea of competition for recruitment was introduced first by the Charter 
Act, 1833. But the system of competition was these not nominated by the 
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Court of Directors were not eligible to write the competitive 
examination. Hence, the system was called as nomination-cum-
competition system. The system of recruitment on the basis of open 
competitive examination was introduced in 1853. This system was 
confirmed by the Government of India Act of 1858. The maximum age 
for competitors was fixed at 23. Subsequently, East India College at 
Haileybury was abolished in 1858, and recruitment to civil services 
became the responsibility of the civil service commission. By the 
Regulation of 1860 the maximum age was lowered to 22, in 1866 to 21 
and in 1876 to 19. 

 

The Indian Civil Service Act of 1861 passed by the British 
Parliament exclusively reserved certain categories of high executive and 
judicial posts for the covenanted civil service which was later designated 
as the Indian Civil Service. Due to the lowering of age limit and holding 
of examination in London it could be possible only for a very few 
wealthy Indians to appear at the I.C.S. examination. In 1869, three 
Indians - Surendra Nath Banerje, Ramesh Chandra Dutt and Bihari Lal 
Gupta became successful in the I.C.S. examination. Later on, the Indians 
demanded to increase the age limit and to establish centre for 
examination in India instead of England. In 1892, the minimum age limit 
for appearing for the Civil Service Examination was raised to 21 and the 
maximum to 23. In 1912, a Royal Commission on Public Service was 
appointed. Chaired by Lord Islington, this commission had two Indian 
members - G.K. Gokhale and Sir Abdur Rahim - besides four 
Englishmen. The Commission published its report in 1917. Islington 
commission‘s recommendations partly fulfilled the demand for the 
Indenisation of Civil Service. 
 

In 1918, Montague and Lord Chelmsford recommended that 33% 
Indian should be recruited in Indian Civil Services and gradually the 
number should be increased. In 1923, a Royal Commission on Public 
Services was appointed with Lord Lee of Fareham as chairman. This 
commission recommended that recruitment to all-Indian services like 
the Indian Civil Service, the Indian Police Service and the Indian Forest 
Service should be made and controlled by the Secretary of State for 
India. The Lee Commission recommended the immediate establishment 
of a Public Service Commission. The Act of 1935 also made provisions 
for the establishment of a Federal Public Service Commission at the 
Centre and the Provincial Public Service Commissions in the various 
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provinces. Provision was also made for a Joint Public Service 
Commission in two or more Provinces. Although, the main aim of this 
measure was to serve the British interests, it became the base of the civil 
service system in independent India. 
 
Army 
 

The army was the second important pillar of the British 
administration in India. The East India Company started recruiting its 
own army, which came to be known as the sepoy (from sipahi or 
soldier) army. That sepoy army was trained and disciplined according to 
European military standards and was commanded by European officers 
in the battlefield. During the early stage of British rule, three separate 
armies had been organised in three Presidencies of Bengal, Bombay and 
Madras. Army had a great contribution in the establishment and 
expansion of British rule in India. Indian soldiers were given less salaries 
and allowances than English soldiers. In 1857, the Indians constituted 
about 86 percent of the total strength of the Company‘s army. However, 
the officers of the army were exclusively British. For example, in 1856, 
only three Indians in the army received a salary of 300 rupees per 
month. The highest rank an Indian could ever reach was that of a 
subehdar.  
 

Strength of British Army 
 

 Plassey war (1757): 1950 European infantry, 100 European 
artillery, 50 English sailors, and 2,100 Indian sepoys, an 
English army of 6000 troops was maintained in Bengal. 
 

 In 1857, the strength of the army in India was 3,11,400 of 
whom 2,65,900 were Indians. Its officers were British. 

 

After the revolt of 1857, the important changes were made in the 
Indian army services in 1858. They increased British troops and reduced 
Indian troops. Also, only English were appointed in artillery. 
 

Police  
 

When the East India Company took over the diwani in 1765, the 
Mughal police system was under the control of faujdars, who were in 
charge of their ‗sarkars‘ or rural districts. The kotwals were in charge of 
towns, while the village watchmen were paid and controlled by the 
Zamindars. The police system was created by Lord Cornwallis. He 
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relieved the Zamindars from police functions and established a regular 
police force in 1791. Cornwallis established a system of circles or ‗thanas‘ 
each headed by a ‗daroga‘. The authority of the daroga extended to 
village watchmen who performed the police duties in the villages.  

 

The hereditary village police became ‗chowkidars‘. In the big 
cities, the old office of kotwal was, however, continued, and a daroga 
was appointed to each of the wards of a city. The daroga system was 
extended to Madras in 1802. Before the post of district superintendent of 
police was created, all the thanas were under the general supervision of 
the district judge. In 1808, a Superintendent of Police was appointed for 
each division. Later, the district collector was entrusted with the task of 
controlling the police force in the districts. The main task of the police 
was to handle crime and to prevent conspiracy against the British rule. 
 

Judicial system 
 

In 1772, the Dual Government was abolished and the Company 
took over the direct responsibility for the collection of revenue as well as 
the administration of justice. Consequently a Diwani Adalat and 
Faujdari Adalat were established. By the Regulating Act of 1773, a 
Supreme Court was set up in Calcutta. This court consisted of a chief 
justice and three puisne judges who were appointed by the Crown. This 
court decided civil, criminal, ecclesiastical and admiralty cases. On the 
model of the Supreme Court of Calcutta, a Supreme Court was 
established in Madras in 1801 and in Bombay in 1823. In 1832, William 
Bentinck started jury system in Bengal. A Indian Law Commission was 
established to compile the laws. A rule of law was established for the 
whole empire. According to the Indian High Courts Act, 1861, three 
High Courts were set up in Calcutta, Bombay and Madras in place of the 
old Supreme Courts. 

 

The Subsidiary Alliance 
 

Lord Wellesley introduced the system of Subsidiary Alliance to 
bring the princely states under the control of the British. It was the most 
effective instrument for the expansion of the British territory and 
political influence in India. The princely state was called ‗the protected 
state‘ and the British came to be referred as ‗the paramount power‘. It 
was the duty of the British to safeguard the state from external 
aggression and to help its ruler in maintaining internal peace. 
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Main Features of Subsidiary Alliance 
 

 An Indian ruler entering into this alliance with the British had to 
dissolve his own armed forces and accept British Forces. 

 A British Resident would stay in his capital. 
 Towards the maintenance charges of the army, he should make 

annual payments or cede some territory permanently to the 
Company. 

 All the non-English European officials should be turned out of 
his state. 

 The native ruler should deal with foreign states only through the 
English Company. 

 The British would undertake to defend the state from internal 
trouble as well as external attack. 

 
Merits for the British 


 The British Company maintained a large army at the expense of 
the Indian rulers. 

 All Frenchmen in the service of native rulers were dismissed, 
and the danger of French revival was completely eliminated. 

 The British Company began to control the foreign policy of the 
Princely States. 

 Wellesley‟s diplomacy made the British the paramount power in 
India. He transformed the British Empire in India into the 
British empire of India. 

 

Defects of the Princely states 
 

The Subsidiary Alliances made the Indian rulers weak, oppressive 
and irresponsible. Protected by British arms, they neglected their duty 
towards their subjects and even exploited them. 
The first Indian state to accept the Subsidiary Alliance was Hyderabad 
(1798). It was followed by Tanjore (1799), Auadh (1801),Peshwa (1802), 
Bhonsle (1803), Gwalior (1804), Indore (1817), Jaipur, Udaipur and 
Jodhpur (1818).  
 

Doctrine of Lapse 
 

Lord Dalhousie was one of the chief architects of the British 
Empire in India. He was an imperialist. He adopted a new policy known 
as Doctrine of Lapse to extend British Empire. He made use of this 
precedent and declared in 1848 that if the native rulers adopted children 
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without the prior permission of the Company, only the personal 
properties of the rulers would go to the adopted sons and the kingdoms 
would go to the British paramount power. This principle was called the 
Doctrine of Lapse. It was bitterly opposed by the Indians and it was one 
of the root causes for the great revolt of 1857.  

 

By applying the Doctrine of Lapse policy, Dalhousie annexed Satara in 
1848, Jaipur and Sambalpur in1849, Baghat in 1850, Udaipur in 1852, 
Jhansi in1853 and Nagpur in 1854. 

 

Factors for the success of the British 
 

 greater naval power. 
 development of textile. 
 scientific division of labour. 
 economic prosperity and skilful diplomacy of the British. 
 feelings of insecurity among the Indian merchants. 
 the inequality and ignorance of the Indian kings. 

 

Conclusion 
 

The Battle of Plassey was the foundation of British dominion in 
India. The company‘s administration was not for the interests of people. 
It was imperialistic, expansionist and exploitative. It brought more 
Indian territories under British domain through subsidiary Alliance and 
Doctrine of Lapse. This policy led to a South Indian rebellion (1800-01), 
Vellore Rebellion (1806) and the Great Rebellion (1857). 

 

NOTE 
 

 Satyendranath Tagore, the elder brother of poet Rabindranath 
Tagore, was the first Indian to pass the I.C.S. Examination in 1863.  

 Sir Elija Impey was the first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court at Fort 
William in Bengal. 

 Sir Thiruvarur Muthusamy Iyyar was the first Indian Chief Justice of 
the Madras High Court  
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3. Rural Life and Society 

 
Introduction  
 

In the pre-colonial period, Indian economy was predominantly an 
agrarian economy. Agriculture was then the primary occupation of the 
people and even industries like textiles, sugar, oil, etc. were dependent 
on it. The British Government in India did not adopt a pro-Indian 
agriculture and land revenue policy. British Government introduced 
three major land revenue and tenurial systems in India, namely, the 
Permanent Settlement, the Mahalwari system and the Ryotwari system. 
The economic exploitation of the peasants let to the revolt in future. 

 

The Land Revenue Policy under the British 
 

 
 

Permanent Settlement  
 

When Robert Clive obtained the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa in 1765, there used to be an annual settlement (of land revenue). 
Warren Hastings changed it from annual to quinquennial (five-yearly) 
and back to annual again. During the time of Cornwallis, a ten years‘ 
(decennial) settlement was introduced in 1793 and it was known 
Permanent Settlement. Permanent settlement were made in Bengal, 
Bihar, Orissa, Varanasi division of U.P., and Northern Karnataka, which 
roughly covered 19 percent of the total area of British India. It was 
known by different names like Zamindari, Jagirdari, Malguzari and 
Biswedari. 

 

Salient Features of the Permanent Settlement  
 

 The Zamindars were recognised as the owners of land as long as 
they paid the revenue to the East India Company regularly.  

 The Zamindars acted as the agent of the Government for the 
collection of revenue from the cultivators.  
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 The amount of revenue that the Zamindars had to pay to the 
Company was firmly fixed and would not be raised under any 
circumstances.  

 They gave 10/11 of the revenue collected by them from the 
cultivator to the Government.  

 The Zamindars would grant patta (written agreements) to the 
ryots. The ryots became tenants since they were considered the 
tillers of the soil.  

 All judicial powers were taken away from the Zamindars.  
 

Merits  
 

 Under this system many of the waste lands and forests became 
cultivable lands.  

 The Zamindars became the owner of the land.  
 The Zamindars were made free from the responsibility of 

providing justice.  
 The Zamindars remained faithful to the British Government.  
 This system secured a fixed and stable income for the British 

Government.  
 

Demerits  
 

 The British Government had no direct contact with the 
cultivators.  

 The rights of the cultivators were ignored and they were left at 
the mercy of the Zamindars.  

 The peasants were almost treated as serfs.  
 This system was made the Zamindars lethargic and luxurious.  
 Many conflicts between the zamindars and the peasants arose in 

rural Bengal.  
 

Ryotwari system  
 

Ryotwari system was introduced by Thomas Munro and Captain 
Read in 1820. Major areas of introduction of Ryotwari system included 
Madras, Bombay, parts of Assam, and Coorg provinces of British India. 
By Ryotwari system the rights of ownership was handed over to the 
peasants. British government collected taxes directly from the peasants. 
Initially, one-half of the estimated produce was fixed as rent. This 
assessment was reduced to one-third of the produce by Thomas Munro. 
The revenue was based on the basis of the soil and the nature of the 
crop.  Rents would be periodically revised, generally after 20 to 30 years. 
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The position of the cultivators became more secure. In this system the 
settlement was made between the Government and the Ryots. Infact, the 
Government later claimed that the land revenue was rent and not a tax.  
 

Salient Features of the Ryotwari system  
 

 Revenue settlement was done directly with the ryots.  
 Measurement of field and an estimate of produce were 

calculated.  
 Government fixed the demand at 45 to 55 percent of the produce.  

 
Effects of the Ryotwari Settlement  
 

 In most areas the land revenue fixed was excessive; the ryots 
were hardly left with bare maintenance even in the best of 
seasons.  

 Under this system the government exploited the farmers instead 
of zamindars.  

 

Mahalwari system  
 

Mahalwari system, a brain child of Holt Mackenzie was modified 
version of the Zamindari settlement introduced in the Ganga valley, the 
North-West Province, parts of the Central India and Punjab in 1822. 
Lord William Bentinck was to suggest radical changes in the Mahalwari 
system by the guidance of Robert Martins Bird in 1833. Assessment of 
revenue was to be made on the basis of the produce of a Mahal or 
village. All the proprietors of a Mahal were severally and jointly 
responsible for the payment of revenue. Initially the state share was 
fixed two-thirds of the gross produce. Bentinck, therefore, reduced to 
fifty percent. The village as a whole, through its headman or Lambardar, 
was required to pay the revenue. This system was first adopted in Agra 
and Awadh, and later extended to other parts of the United Provinces. 
The burden of all this heavy taxation finally fell on the cultivators. 

 

Salient Features of the Mahalwari Settlement  
 

 The Lambardar acted as intermediaries between the Government 
and the villagers.  

 It was a village-wise assessment. One person could hold a 
number of villages.  

 The village community was the owner of the village common 
land.  
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 The village land belonged to the village community.  
 

Effects of the Mahalwari Settlement  
 

 The Lambardar enjoyed privileges which was misused for their 
self-interest.  

 This system brought no benefit to the cultivators.  
 It was a modified version of the Zamindari system and benefited 

the upper class in villages.  
 

Impact of the British land revenue system on the cultivators  
 

 A common feature of all the settlements was the assessment and 
the maximize income from land. It resulted in increasing land 
sales and dispossession.  

 The peasants were overburdened with taxation. Due to the tax 
burden and famines, in general, the people suffered in poverty 
and burdened with debts. They had to seek the moneylenders 
who became rich and acquired lands from the peasants. 

 The Zamindars, money-lenders and lawyers exploited the poor 
peasants.  

 The stability and continuity of the Indian villages was shaken.  
 Cottage industries disappeared on account of the import of 

British goods and the peasants had nothing to supplement their 
income.  

 The old body of custom was replaced by new apparatus of law, 
courts, fees, lawyers and formal procedures.  

 The British policy proved advantageous only to the government 
of a privileged section of the society at the cost of the cultivators 
who were the rightful owners of their lands and claimants of the 
larger share of the produce.  
 

Peasants Revolts  
 

The British rule in India brought about many changes in the 
agrarian system in the country. The old agrarian system collapsed and 
under the new system, the ownership of land was conferred on the 
Zamindars. They tried to extract as much as they could from the 
cultivators of land. The life of the peasants was extremely miserable. The 
various peasant movements and uprisings during the 19th and 20th 
centuries were in the nature of a protest against of the existing 
conditions under which their exploitation knew no limits. 
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The Santhal Rebellion (1855-56) 
 

The first revolt which can be regarded as peasants‘ revolt was the 
Santhal Rebellion in 1855-56. The land near the hills of Rajmahal in Bihar 
was cultivated by the Santhals. The landlords and money-lenders from 
the cities took advantage of their ignorance and began grabbing their 
lands. This created bitter resentment among them leading to their armed 
uprising in 1855. Consequently, under the belief of a divine order, 
around 10,000 Santals gathered under two Santhal brothers, Siddhu and 
Kanhu, to free their country of the foreign oppressors and set up a 
government of their own. The rebellion assumed a formidable shape 
within a month. The houses of the European planters, British officers, 
railway engineers, zamindars and money-lenders were attacked. The 
rebellion continued till February 1856, when the rebel leaders were 
captured and the movement was put down with a heavy hand. The 
government declared the Parganas inhabited by them as Santhal 
Parganas so that their lands and identity could be safeguarded from 
external encroachments. 
 

Indigo Revolt (1859-60) 
 

The Bengal indigo cultivators strike was the most militant and 
widespread peasant uprisings. The European indigo planters compelled 
the tenant farmers to grow indigo at terms highly disadvantageous to 
the farmers. The tenant farmer was forced to sell it cheap to the planter 
and accepted advances from the planter that benefitted the latter. There 
were also cases of kidnapping, looting, flogging and burning. Led by 
Digambar Biswas and Bishnu Charan Biswas, the ryots of Nadia district 
gave up indigo cultivation in September 1859. Factories were burnt 
down and the revolt spread. To take control of the situation, the 
Government set up an indigo commission in 1860 whose 
recommendations formed part of the Act VI of 1862. The indigo planters 
of Bengal, however, moved on to settle in Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. The 
newspaper, Hindu Patriot brought to light the misery of the cultivators 
several times. Dinabandhu Mitra wrote a drama, Nil-Darpan, in Bengali 
with a view to draw the attention of the people and the government 
towards the misery of the indigo-cultivators. 
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Pabna Revolt (1873-76)  
 

Pabna Peasant Uprising was a resistance movement by the 
peasants against the oppression of the Zamindars. It originated in the 
Yusufshahi pargana of Pabna in Bengal. It was led by Keshab Chandra 
Roy. The zamindars routinely collected money from the peasants by the 
illegal means of forced levy, abwabs, enhanced rent and so on. Peasants 
were often evicted from land on the pretext of non-payment of rent. 

 

Large crowds of peasants gathered and marched through villages 
frightening the zamindars and appealing to other peasants to join with 
them. Funds were raised from the ryots to meet the costs. The struggle 
gradually spread throughout Pabna and then to the other districts of 
East Bengal. Everywhere agrarian leagues were organized. The main 
form of struggle was that of legal resistance. There was very little 
violence. It occurred only when the zamindars tried to compel the ryots 
to submit to their terms by force. There were only a few cases of looting 
of the houses of the zamindars. A few attacks on police stations took 
place and the peasants also resisted attempts to execute court decrees. 
Hardly zamindars or zamindar‘s agent were killed or seriously injured. 
In the course of the movement, the ryots developed a strong awareness 
of the law and their legal rights and the ability to combine and form 
associations for peaceful agitation. 
 

Deccan Riots (1875) 
 

In 1875, the peasant revolted in the district of Poona, that event has 
been called the ‗Deccan Riots‘. The peasants revolted primarily against 
the oppression of local moneylenders who were grabbing their lands 
systematically. The uprising started from a village in Poona district 
when the village people forced out a local moneylender from the village 
and captured his property. Gradually, the uprising spread over 33 
villages and the peasants looted the property of Marwari Sahukars. The 
uprising turned into violent when the Sahukars took help of the police. 
It was suppressed only when the army was called to control it. 
However, it resulted in passing of the Deccan Agriculturists Relief Act‘ 
which removed some of the most serious grievances of the peasants. 
 

Punjab Peasant Movement (1890-1900)  
 

The peasants of the Punjab agitated to prevent the rapid alienation 
of their lands to the urban moneylenders for failure to pay debts. The 
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Government of India did not want any revolt in that province which 
provided a large number of soldiers to the British army in India. In order 
to protect the peasants of the Punjab, the Punjab Land Alienation Act 
was passed in 1900 ―as an experimental measure‖ to be extended to the 
rest of India if it worked successfully in the Punjab. The Act divided the 
population of the Punjab into three categories viz., the agricultural 
classes, the statutory agriculturist class and the rest of the population 
including the moneylenders. Restrictions were imposed on the sale and 
mortgage of the land from the first category to the other two categories. 
 

Champaran Satyagraha (1917-18)  
 

The European planters of Champaran in Bihar resorted to illegal 
and inhuman methods of indigo cultivation at a cost which was wholly 
unjust. Under the Tinkathia system in Champaran, the peasants were 
bound by law to grow indigo on 3/20 part of their land and send the 
same to the British planters at prices fixed by them. They were liable to 
unlawful extortion and oppression by the planters. Mahatma Gandhi 
took up their cause. The Government appointed an enquiry commission 
of which Mahatma Gandhi was a member. The grievances of the 
peasants were enquired and ultimately the Champaran Agrarian Act 
was passed in May 1918. 

 

Kheda (Kaira) Satyagraha (1918) 
 

In the Kheda District of Gujarat, due to constant famines, 
agriculture failed in 1918, but the officers insisted on collection of full 
land revenue. The local peasants, therefore, started a ‗no-tax‘ movement 
in Kheda district in 1918. Gandhi accepted the leadership of this 
movement. Gandhiji organised the peasants to offer Satyagraha and 
opposed official insistence on full collection of oppressive land revenue 
despite the conditions of famine. He inspired the peasants to be fearless 
and face all consequences. The response to his call was unprecedented 
and the government had to bow to a settlement with the peasants. 
Sardar Vallabhai Patel emerged as an important leader of the Indian 
freedom struggle during this period.  
 

Moplah Rebellion (1921) 
 

The Muslim Moplah (or Moplah) peasants of Malabar (Kerala) was 
suppressed and exploited by the Hindu zamindars (Jenmis) and British 
government. This was the main cause of this revolt.  
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The Moplah peasants got momentum from the Malabar District 

Conference, held in April 1920. This conference supported the tenants‘ 
cause, and demanded legislations for regulating landlord-tenant 
relations. In August 1921, the Moplah tenants rebelled against the 
oppressive zamindars. In the initial phase of the rebellion, the Moplah 
peasants attacked the police stations, public offices, communications and 
houses of oppressive landlords and moneylenders. By December 1921, 
the government ruthlessly suppressed the Moplah rebellion. According 
to an official estimate, as a result of government intervention, 2337 
Moplah rebels were killed, 1650 wounded and more than 45,000 
captured as prisoners.  

 

Bardoli Satyagraha (1929-30)  
 

In 1928, the peasants of Bardoli (Gujarat) started their agitation 
under the leadership of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, in protest against the 
government‘s proposal to increase land revenue by 30 percent. The 
peasants refused to pay tax at the enhanced rate and started no-tax 
campaign from 12 February 1928. Many women also participated in this 
campaign. In 1930, the peasants of Bardoli rose to a man, refused to pay 
taxes, faced the auction sales and the eventual loss of almost all of their 
lands but refused to submit to the Government. However, all their lands 
were returned to them when the Congress came to power in 1937. 
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9th  history 
10. Industrial Revolution 

 Impact of Industrial Revolution in India  

 Until the middle of eighteenth century, England was an 
agricultural country and India was known for its excellence in 
manufactures as well as in agriculture. In the first quarter of eighteenth 
century, in the context of Indian cotton manufactures flooding in 
England, a law was enacted prohibiting the use of Indian calicoes and 
silks. The invention of flying shuttle by John Kay and the inventions of 
Hargreaves, Arkwright and Crompton within thirty years accelerated 
the process of spinning and weaving. When the British established their 
foothold in Bengal as a territorial power, the loot from Bengal and the 
Carnatic provided the required capital and helped accomplish Industrial 
Revolution in England. The weavers of Bengal suffered at the hands of 
the Company‘s officials and their agents, who first insisted on payment 
of a transit duty for the commodities they carried from one place to 
another and later for cultivation of commercial crops required for British 
industries in England. Because of loss of market for hand-woven cotton 
goods, India lost her old industrial position and became an exporter of 
raw material.  
 
 By the first quarter of nineteenth century the export of Dacca 
muslin to England stopped. Even the export of raw cotton from India 
had steadily dwindled owing to the competition from USA. Weavers 
who were eking out an independent livelihood were thrown out of 
employment because of flooding of British factory-made cheap cotton 
fabrics in Indian markets.  
 
 The Collector of Madurai reported that families of about 5000 
weavers did not have the means to take more than one meal of rice a 
day. The Collector of Tirunelveli observed that the weaving population 
has ‗outrun its means of subsistence and trammels of caste prevent them 
from taking to other work.‘ Millions died of starvation in famines. To 
escape starvation deaths, peasants and artisans had to move out of the 
country opting to working on plantations in British Empire colonies as 
indentured (penal contract) labourers under wretched service and living 
conditions.  
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9th history 

UNIT – 11 - Colonialism in Asia and Africa 
 

Introduction  
 
 Colonialism is a process of domination, involving the subjugation 
of one people by another. Like colonialism, imperialism also involves 
political and economic control over a dependent territory. The Stanford 
Encyclopaedia of Philosophy differentiates the two as follows: The term 
colony comes from the Latin word colonus, meaning farmer. This root 
indicates that the practice of colonialism  usually involved the transfer of 
population to a new territory, where the arrivals lived as permanent 
settlers while maintaining political allegiance to their country of origin. 
Imperialism, on the other hand, (from the Latin term imperium, meaning 
to command) draws attention to the way one country exercises power 
over another, whether through settlement, sovereignty, or indirect 
mechanisms of control. 
 
 In World history, no continent possessed so many colonies and 
justified their access to the world by means of a civilising mission as did 
modern Europe. Practically the whole non- Western world was under 
one European power or the other for about four centuries until 
decolonisation happened after World War II.  
 
 In this lesson we discuss the colonisation of South East Asia, Africa 
and India by European powers.  
 
Colonisation of Asia (South East Asia)  
South East Asia  
 
 The term ―South East Asia‖ has only been used since the Second 
World War. It denotes the area that originally covered Malaya, Dutch 
East Indies, Burma, Siam, French Indo-China and the Philippines. With 
the exception of Siam (Thailand), which remained independent, the area 
was divided between the Dutch, the British and the French.  
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Malaya Peninsula  
 
 When European traders crossed the Indian Ocean at the close of 
the 15th century, they came for the spices of south-east Asia. When the 
Portuguese conquered the great international emporium of Malacca for 
the king of Portugal, the empires of SriVijaya and Majapahit had split 
into many small states. Albuquerque, the Portuguese soldier who 
conquered Goa and Malacca, and his successors were interested in the 
spice trade. Towards this end they built a chain of fortified trading 
stations linked by naval power. Initially they did not interfere with the 
native rulers. After the arrival of the Dutch and the English there was a 
challenge to the presence of Portuguese and the rivalry of these three 
European powers dominated the seventeenth century.  
 
 The Dutch began their conquest of the Portuguese settlements by 
capturing Malacca in 1641. After establishing a base at Batavia (now 
Djakarta) in 1619, they interfered in  
succession disputes among the neighbouring sultans. Gradually they 
extended their control over Java, expelling the British from Bantam in 
1682. They had already driven them out of the Spice islands after the 
Massacre of Amboina (1623) and by the seizure of Macassar (1667), 
thereby forcing the English East India Company to turn to the China 
trade. The Spanish established themselves, beginning from their 
conquest of Manila, which expanded into a larger territory of Spanish 
East Indies.  
 
Anglo-Dutch Rivalry  
 
 Penang Island had been brought to the attention of the East India 
Company by Francis Light. In 1786, the settlement of George Town was 
founded at the north eastern tip of Penang Island; this marked the 
beginning of British expansion into the Malay Peninsula. In 1819, 
Stamford Raffles established Singapore as a key trading post for Britain 
in their rivalry with the Dutch. However, their rivalry cooled in 1824 
when an Anglo-Dutch treaty demarcated their respective interests in 
Southeast Asia. By 1826 Singapore and Malacca had been linked with 
Penang to form the Strait Settlements.  
 
 Between 1874 and 1895 there was a civil war between the 
remaining five Malay States. The British intervened and signed an 
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agreement with each of the sultans. British Residents were appointed to 
the courts of sultans, who had to act in accordance  with the advice 
given by the Residents. In 1896 four of the states were formed into the 
Federated Malay States. In 1900 there were the Straits Settlements, the 
four Federated Malay States and Johore. The population was about a 
million, of whom, half were Malay and the remainder were Chinese. 
Most of the merchants, planters and workers in the ports and big 
plantations were Chinese. Economically Malaya was prosperous.  
 
Indonesia  
 
 The Dutch had occupied Java and Sumatra (Indonesia) as early as 
1640. But they conquered the other outer islands of East India only in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, excepting the British possession of 
North Borneo, Brunei and Sarawak. Initially the Dutch were not 
interested in politics but focused on exploiting Indonesia ruthlessly. But 
from the beginning of the twentieth century they adopted measures for 
the social and economic advance of the people they governed. Most 
Indonesians were fishermen and small peasants and worked on 
European sugar, tobacco, tea, coffee plantations. Heavy investments in 
these plantations and other concerns, and the discovery of oil in 1900 
made Indonesia a valuable colony for the Dutch.  
 
Burma  
 
 The British conquered Burma after fighting three wars. Burma 
remained part of India from 1886 to 1937. Burma was administered by a 
Lieutenant Governor with the assistance of a nominated Legislative 
Council. Burma teak was shipped overseas. In addition, Burma with its 
fertility of soil became a big exporter of rice and most of south India was 
dependent on Burmese rice. During World War II when Burma fell to 
the Japanese, south India experienced acute scarcity of rice leading to a 
famine.  
 
Indo-China  
 
 The French conquered Indo-China after strong resistance from the 
people. Starting in 1858, they brought the Indo-Chinese Union  under 
their control by 1887. Indo-China consisted of Annam, Tongking, 
Cambodia and Cochin-China. Laos was added six years later. Of them 
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only Cochin-China was directly under French control, i.e., as a French 
colony. The remaining four were protectorates. Under this system, the 
local rulers remained, but they governed under the instructions of 
French Residents. Hanoi was the capital of the French government. Rice, 
rubber and wheat were the main exports. Laos remained undeveloped. 
 
The Philippines  
 
 Spain ruled the Philippines for over 300 years, imposing its 
language, culture and religion. Consequently the population became 
predominantly Roman Catholic. Nationalism developed among the 
Filipinos during the latter part of the nineteenth century. There were 
two serious revolts in 1872 and 1896, which were crushed by the Spanish 
colonial government. In 1898, however, Spain was defeated by the 
United States in a war over Cuba, and as a result Philippines became an 
American colony.  
 
Siam (Thailand)  
 
 Thailand was spared the experience of foreign rule, though it too 
was greatly affected by the power politics of the Western powers. The 
administrative reforms of the late 19th century, continuing up till 
around 1910, imposed a Westernised form of government on the 
country‘s partially independent cities called 'Mueang'. Western powers, 
however, continued to interfere in its internal and external affairs.  
 
Colonisation of Africa  
 
 Until the last quarter of nineteenth century, Africa south of the 
Sahara (Sub- Saharan Africa) was almost unknown to the outside world. 
The interior of Africa was unexplored. After 1875, European penetration 
and colonisation began on a large scale. The Berlin Colonial Conference 
of 1884- 85 resolved to divide Africa into spheres of influence of the 
various European powers. European colonisation of Africa was thus 
accomplished smoothly, without any outbreak of war amongst major 
European powers. The invasion, occupation, colonisation and 
annexation of African territories by European powers between 1881 and 
1914, the era of Imperialism, is called the Scramble for Africa or the 
Partition of Africa. 
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South Africa  
 
 In South Africa the British possessed Natal, Cape Colony, while 
the Dutch (locally  known as the Boers) held the states of the Transvaal 
and Orange Free State. In 1886 the discovery of gold in the Transvaal led 
to a large number of British miners settling in and around Johannesburg. 
The Boers feared and hated the miners whom they called Uitlanders 
(foreigners). In 1890, Cecil Rhodes, the Prime Minister of Cape Colony, 
encouraged British expansion to the north of the Transvaal. This 
worsened the relations between the Boers and the British. Denied of 
their political rights the British miners revolted. This led to the Boer War 
which lasted three years (1899-1902). In the end the Boer army was 
defeated and Pretoria was occupied. The British annexed the two Boer 
states but promised self government in due course. Boer states were 
given full responsible government in 1907. After discussions over the 
years the four states finally decided to form a union and South Africa 
was created as a state in 1909. 
 
 The Zulu tribe was known for its strong fighting spirit, 
represented by renowned warriors like Shaka Zulu who played a 
prominent role in building the largest Zulu nation in south-eastern 
Africa. British troops invaded Zulu territory and divided it into thirteen 
chiefdoms. The Zulus never regained their independence and had to 
fight against deeply entrenched racism in South Africa for about a 
century. 
 
Rhodesia  
 
 The British South African Company founded in 1889 conducted an 
expedition with 600 men- each of them were promised a 3,000 acre farm. 
The African king was tricked into believing that all that the Europeans 
wanted was gold. But they had come with a definite plan of colonising 
the Bechuanaland. During the next ten years African opposition was 
crushed. White immigrants were provided with farm lands and 
railways, and a telegraph system developed. The colony came to be 
called Rhodesia, after Cecil Rhodes.  
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West Africa  
 
 The coastal states of Gold Coast became a British colony in 1854. 
Nigeria was used for slave trading posts on the coast. In 1886 the Royal 
Niger Company was formed which was taken over by the British 
government in 1900.  
 
French West: Senegal had been a French base in West Africa. Her later 
possessions of Guinea, Ivory Coast and Dahomey were linked up with 
the whole area of south of Sahara.  
 
Congo: Leopold II, king of Belgium, showed interest in Congo and so 
the Berlin Conference agreed to the rule of Leopold in Congo Free State. 
This State was given a monopoly of the trade in ivory and rubber, the 
two most valuable products of the Congo. These products were collected 
with harshness. Africans were subjected to forced labour. Each village 
was given a quota, and if quotas were not fulfilled, they were flogged 
and mutilated. The public outcry over the economic exploitation of 
Africans persuaded the Belgian Government to intervene. Leopold was 
forced to relinquish his ―sovereign right‖ and in 1908 sovereignty over 
the Congo passed from Leopold to Belgium. 
 
East Africa  
 
British: In 1886 the possessions of the Sultan of Zanzibar were divided 
into British and German spheres of influence. For the first few years, the 
British area was administered by the British East India Company, but in 
1895 the British government assumed authority and formed the East 
African Protectorate, which included Kenya, Uganda and Zanzibar. A 
large part of Uganda was made up of Buganda, a kingdom ruled by 
Kabaka.  
 
Germans: The Germans established their rule in what became German 
East Africa. Like King Leopold in the Congo, the Africans here were 
economically exploited, leading to a number of rebellions. The most 
serious was the Maji-Maji rebellion (1905-1907).  
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Portuguese Angola and Mozambique  
 
The Portuguese had used these two colonies on the west and east coasts 
of southern Africa, along with Portuguese Guinea since 16th century.  
 
African Rule in Liberia and Ethiopia  
 
 Only two countries managed to evade European colonialism – 
Liberia and Ethiopia. Liberia was formed in the early 19th century as a 
home for African Blacks repatriated from America. Ethiopia, with its 
traditional polity, was ruled by the Emperor Menelik.  
 
Colonisation of India  
 
 Towards the close of the 15th century, Portugal became the first 
European power to establish a trade link with India. Rounding the Cape 
of Good Hope Vasco da Gama arrived in Calicut in 1498. Soon other 
European powers joined Portugal in establishing their presence in India. 
The European powers in India since 16th century are given below: 
 

Portuguese 1505-1961 

Dutch East India Company 
(Netherlands) 

1605-1825 

Danish East India Company 
(Denmark) 

1620-1869 

French East India Company 1668-1954 

British East India Company 1612-1757 

British Company Rule 1757-1857 

British Imperial Rule 1858-1947 

 
 In the rivalry among four major European powers – Portuguese, 
Dutch, French and English – the English, after three Carnatic Wars, 
eliminated the French by the end of the eighteenth century. The British 
conquered all the regional powers, in particular the most potential 
challengers, the Mysore Sultans and the Marathas, by defeating them in 
three Anglo-Mysore and three Anglo-Maratha Wars. The conquest of the 
Gurkhas (1816), the Sindhis (1843) and the Sikhs (1849) enabled them to 
emerge as a territorial power in India.  
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The Colonialisation of Indian Economy  
 
We can divide the process of the colonialisation of India into three 
phases  
 
a. Phase I Mercantilist Capitalism  
b. Phase II Industrial Capitalism  
c. Phase III Financial Capitalism  
 
Colonialisation of Indian Economy: Mercantilist Phase (Outright 
Plunder; 18th Century).  
 
 At the beginning of the 18th century the East India Company was 
still a marginal force in India. It relied on concessions from Indian rulers 
for its trading posts along the coast. But soon it managed to establish 
strong ties with Indian merchants who sold their textiles and other 
goods from the interior. Before it gained dominion in India the East 
India Company carried on a very profitable business selling Indian-
made cotton textiles and silks and printed cloth. According to the Indian 
nationalist economist R.C. Dutt, "weaving was the national industry of 
the people and spinning was the pursuit of millions of women". Indian 
textiles went to England and other parts of Europe, to China and Japan 
and Burma and Arabia and Persia and parts of Africa. It was during this 
period that the textile lobby in Lancashire and Birmingham succeeded in 
making the Parliament enact a law prohibiting the import of Indian 
textiles. Those who were found in possession of or dealing in Indian 
cotton goods were fined 200 pounds.  
 
 In the 1750s and the early 1760s, Robert Clive gained control of the 
wealthiest part of the old Mughal Empire. The Company exacted 
concessions such as exemption of Company goods from transit duties, 
which even Indian merchants had to pay. After the Battle of Plassey 
(1757), the Company got 1.2 million pounds out of which Clive himself 
took 31,500 pounds besides a jagir which provided an annual income of 
27,000 pounds. After the Battle of Buxar (1764), the Murshidabad 
treasury was looted. The Company acquired the Diwani right in 1765 
and became the revenue farmer of the Mughal Emperor.  
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Industrial Capitalist Phase: 1st half of the Nineteenth Century  
 
By the beginning of nineteenth century the Company had emerged as a 
territorial power. During this period India was converted into a market 
for British textiles  and a great source of raw materials. The Company 
government‘s expansionist policies led to wars against regional rulers. 
The cost of these internal conquests was imposed on India.  
 
Financial Capitalist Phase: 2nd half of the Nineteenth Century  
 
 During this phase managing agency firms, export-import firms, 
and exchange banks began to prosper. In its bid to provide an outlet to 
the investible surplus capital in England, the Company government 
decided to make a massive investment in railroads, the postal system, 
irrigation, modern banking and education. The capital exported was 
predominantly for railway construction. The railways helped to move 
British troops quickly across the country. It also enabled the conquest of 
the Indian market to the maximum extent. Slavery was abolished in 
India (1843) and the system of indentured labour was introduced.  
 
Economic Impact of British Rule  
Agrarian Conditions  
 
 Governor General Cornwallis, himself a big landlord in England, 
wanted to create landlords in India on the English model. There were 
already revenue farmers under the Mughals. Cornwallis came to a 
settlement with them, treating them as landlords. The outcome was that 
for the first time in India there was a class of zamindars or landlords 
with a right to own, bequeath and inherit land. The cultivators, on the 
other hand, were reduced to the position of mere tenants. The British 
dealt with the landlords or zamindars directly, and gave them total 
freedom to do what they liked with their tenants. This settlement made 
with the zamindars of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa is called the Permanent 
Settlement (1793).  
 
 The Ryotwari System was a different revenue system introduced 
in south India.  
 
 Under the system, the peasant was the proprietor and paid tax on 
the land. The government dealt with him directly, without the 
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intervention of a middleman or a tax-farmer. He was entitled to remain 
in possession of land acquired by him so long as he paid the land 
revenue. In case of default, apart from eviction and attachment of 
livestock, even household property or personal belongings could be 
attached. The Ryotwari System introduced the concept of private 
property in land. The individual holders were registered and permitted 
to sell, lease out, mortgage or transfer their right over the land.  
 
Land Revenue and the Pauperisation of Peasantry  
 
 The land tax which was the main source of revenue to the British 
was collected forcibly. Even in times of famines no remission was given 
to the peasants. They had to even mortgage or sell their property 
including their land to pay the landlord‘s rent and the land tax. As no 
credit facilities were provided by the state, they had to depend on 
moneylenders to borrow money. A system of money lending was 
followed by professional money-lenders who belonged to various 
communities such as mahajans, sahukars, and bohras. In the Tamil 
speaking areas there were Nattukottai Chettiyars.  
 
 The colonial state pursued a policy of ‗commercialization of 
agriculture‘. Commercial crops like cotton, jute, groundnuts, oilseeds, 
sugarcane, tobacco, etc.,  depending on the market demands fetched 
better prices than food grains. So in his bid to clear his debt and to pay 
up the revenue dues to the state, instead of producing for home 
consumption, the peasant began to raise crops for the market. He had to 
depend on the price trend in international markets for selling his 
agricultural goods. Ignorant of market forces the peasants often came to 
distress, when the demand in the local market, which was now linked to 
the world market, crashed. 
 
Irrigation  
 
 The British neglected irrigation in the first half of nineteenth 
century. Major irrigation canals were built only after millions of people 
died in a series of major famines that broke out periodically from the 
middle of 19th century. Even then the money earmarked for irrigation 
was meagre, but due to the initiative of some well meaning British 
officials and engineers like Arthur Cotton, and later Pennycuick 
guaranteed  protected irrigation became possible in certain areas. Even 
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where such efforts were taken, the British collected an extra cess adding 
to the misery of the peasants who were already groaning under the 
oppressive land revenue system.  
 
Famines  
 
 The policy of free trade and the forcible collection of land revenue 
resulted in the outbreak of famines. The Odisha famine of 1866–67, was 
a severe and terrible event in the history of that region in which about a 
third of the population died. The famine of 1876– 78, also known as the 
Great Famine of 1876– 78 (called Thathu Varusha Panjam in Tamil), 
caused a large migration of agricultural labourers and artisans from 
southern India to British colonies, where they worked as indentured 
labourers on plantations. The death toll—about 10.3 million—was huge.  
 
 In the Madras Presidency, the famine of 1876-78 was preceded by 
droughts. The situation was made worse because of the colonial 
government‘s policy of laissez faire in the trade of food-grains. For 
example, two of the worst famine-afflicted areas in the Madras 
Presidency, the districts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam, continued to 
export grains throughout the famine. These famines were typically 
followed by various infectious diseases such as bubonic plague (spread 
by dead rats) and influenza, which attacked and killed a population 
already weakened by starvation. The memory of this famine is still 
preserved in various folk songs and ballads. 
 
Indentured Labour  
 
 The Indentured Labour System was a form of debt bondage, by 
which 3.5 million Indians were transported to various British colonies to 
provide labour for the plantations (mainly sugar). It started from 1843, 
the year of abolition of slavery in India and continued until 1920. This 
resulted in the development of a large Indian diaspora, which spread 
from the Indian Ocean (Reunion and Mauritius) to Pacific Ocean (Fiji), as 
well as contributing to the growth of Indo-Caribbean and Indo- African 
population. 
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11th vol 2 
16. The coming of Europeans  

Introduction 
  

 The beginning of British rule in India is conventionally ascribed to 
1757, after the Battle of Plassey was won by the English East India 
Company against the Nawab of Bengal. But the Europeans had arrived 
in India by the beginning of the sixteenth century. Their original 
intention was to procure pepper, cinnamon, cloves and other spices for 
the European markets and participate in the trade of the Indian Ocean.  

 
The Portuguese were the first Europeans to establish themselves in 

India. Vasco da Gama discovered the direct sea route to India from 
Europe around the Cape of Good Hope at the end of the fifteenth 
century. Subsequently, the Portuguese conquered Goa on the west coast 
in 1510. Goa then became the political headquarters for the Portuguese 
in India and further east in Malacca and Java. The Portuguese perfected 
a pattern of controlling the Indian Ocean trade through a combination of 
political aggressiveness and naval superiority. Their forts at Daman and 
Diu enabled them to control the shipping in the Arabian Sea, using their 
well-armed ships. 

 
The other European nations who came to India nearly a century later, 
especially the Dutch and the English, modelled their activities on the 
Portuguese blueprint. Thus we need to understand the advent of the 
European trading companies as an on-going process of engagement with 
Indian political authorities, local merchants and society, which 
culminated in the conquest of Bengal by the British in 1757.  
This lesson has two parts. The political history of India and the changing 
scenario that emerged after 1600 are discussed in the first part. The 
second part deals with the arrival of European trading companies in 
India and the impact each one made on Indian society.  
 
Political Affairs  
 
1600-1650: The Mughal Empire  

 
This was the period when the Mughal Empire was at the peak of 

its power. The Europeans were quite aware of the wealth and power of 
the Mughals, and English poets even wrote about the fabulous ―wealth 
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of India‖. Travellers from all parts of Europe visited India regularly 
during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The journals of their 
travels present a detailed contemporary account of the empire and 
society in India.  

 
By 1600 Akbar had achieved his imperial dream and extended the 

frontiers of the Mughal Empire through his conquests in Rajasthan and 
Gujarat. Gujarat was conquered in 1573, and this gave the Mughal 
empire valuable access to the port of Surat, which was the gateway to 
west Asia and Europe. Besides trade, the ships carrying pilgrims to 
Mecca left from Surat. The importance of Surat to the Mughals can be 
appreciated from the fact that Surat had two governors, one the 
governor of the city, and the other, the governor of the castle which had 
been built on the river Tapti to protect the city. The governor of the city 
was in charge of civilian affairs and collecting the revenues from 
customs duties.  

 
Akbar had also tried to extend his empire in the east beyond Bihar 

by conquering Bengal. But Bengal was not really integrated into the 
empire until nearly three decades later, when it became one of the 
provinces (subah) under Jahangir. Under Akbar, the revenue system of 
the empire had been revamped by Todar Mal so that a unified system of 
governance and revenue collection could function throughout the 
empire. At his death, therefore, Akbar left a powerful, economically 
prosperous and well-administered empire.  

 
The Dutch, followed by the English, arrived in Surat in the early 

years of the 1600s to begin their trading activities. The Mughal governor 
permitted them to trade, and to set up their ―factories‖ (as the business 
premises of the European traders which also functioned as warehouses 
were termed), but they were not allowed to have any territorial 
authority over any part of the city. This frustrated their ambitions to 
follow the Portuguese model.  

 
The English acquired the islands of Bombay in 1668, and set up 

their headquarters in Bombay in 1687. Their primary objective was to 
develop Bombay as an alternate base for their operations. 
 

But Surat under the protection of the Mughal state still remained 
the preferred centre of commercial activity for the merchants.  
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1600-1650: South India after Vijayanagar  

 
South India, especially the Tamil region, presented a sharp 

contrast to the centralized stability of the Mughal Empire in these 
decades. Politically the region was fragmented and unsettled. Under 
Vijayanagar rule, three Nayak kingdoms had been set up in the Tamil 
region: in Madurai, Thanjavur and Senji. The objective was to provide 
financial and manpower resources to the empire. After the defeat of 
Vijayanagar in 1565 in the Battle of Talikota by the combined forces of 
the rulers of Ahmednagar, Bijapur and Golkonda, the central authority 
of the once dominant kingdom became very weak. The Nayak kingdoms 
became virtually autonomous, though they made a ritualistic 
acknowledgment of the authority of the Vijayanagar emperor. In 
addition to the larger Nayak kingdoms, several local chiefs also 
controlled some parts of the region. The most notable of them was 
probably the Setupati of Ramanathapuram, who was also keen to assert 
his independence. Between 1590 and 1649 the region witnessed several 
military conflicts arising out of these unsettled political conditions. 
Madurai and Thanjavur fought several times to establish their 
superiority. There were also rebellions against the Vijayanagar emperor. 
Besides these on-going conflicts, Golkonda invaded the Coromandel in 
1646 and annexed the area between Pulicat and San Thome, which also 
changed the political scenario in the region.  

 
The Dutch and the English were able to acquire territorial rights on 

the east coast during these years. They realized that they needed a base 
on the Coromandel Coast to access the piece goods needed for trading 
with the spice-producing islands of Indonesia. The Dutch had 
successfully negotiated to acquire Pulicat (Palaverkadu) from the Nayak 
of Senji and constructed a fort there. The English got a piece of land 
further south from the local chief, Damarla Venkatadri Nayak on which 
they built Fort St. George in 1639. Thus an English settlement came up 
which eventually grew into Chennai (Madras), the capital of the Madras 
Presidency.  
 
1650-1700: The Mughal Empire  

 
Emperor Aurangzeb began an ambitious programme of extending 

his empire south to the Deccan, and the kingdoms of Ahmednagar, 
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Bijapur and Golkonda were conquered in the 1680s. This extended the 
Mughal control of the Deccan as far south as Chennai. But the 
overextended Mughal Empire soon began to reveal its inherent 
weakness. This became most apparent when the Marathas, under 
Shivaji, began to grow in power and military strength. They attacked 
Surat with impunity in 1664, though it was soon abandoned. But their 
second raid in 1670 devastated Surat and its trade took several years to 
recover. This seriously challenged the claim of Mughal invincibility and 
it sounded the beginning of the gradual disintegration of the Mughal 
Empire. 
 

In the 1660s, after the attack on Surat, Shivaji turned his attention 
to south India, and defeated the Nayaks of Senji and Thanjavur. Though 
Senji was conquered by the Mughals a few years later, Thanjavur 
survived as a Maratha-ruled state. The Maratha kings, with their 
inclusive policy of assimilating Tamil intellectual and cultural traditions, 
made Thanjavur the cultural capital of the Tamil region.  
 
1700-1750: The Mughal Empire and the Successor States  

 
Aurangzeb, the last of the ―great Mughals‖, died in 1707. One of 

the major developments following his death was the establishment of 
what have been called ‗successor states‘. Mughal viceroys in various 
parts of the country Oudh, Bengal, Hyderabad and the Carnatic set 
themselves up as independent rulers. The English and the Dutch had 
understood this vulnerability of the Mughal state.  

 
In Bengal and the Carnatic, the Nawabs had borrowed heavily 

from the English, and assigned vast tracts of land to them so that the 
English could collect the land revenue as repayment for the loans. This 
marks the beginning of British rule as revenue collectors.  
 

By this time the Dutch had given up Pulicat and moved their 
headquarters further south to Nagapattinam. They  

 

The name Carnatic originally refered to the region occupied by 
the Kannada-speaking people. In the eighteenth century it included 
the region lying between the Eastern Ghats and the Western Ghats, in 
the modern Indian states of Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, and southern 
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Andhra Pradesh. The Nawab of Arcot controlled this region.  

 
Had decided to shift their focus to the spice-producing islands of 
Indonesia and established their capital at Jakarta (Batavia). Chennai, in 
the meantime, had grown into a prosperous town. The English, after 
many years of struggle, became a power to reckon with in the region. 
Surat continued to suffer due to the uncertain political conditions, and 
by 1750, the local merchants had begun to declare themselves to be 
―under the protection‖ of the Dutch or the English in order to feel more 
secure. Bombay therefore became a viable alternative as a trade centre, 
attracting merchants from Surat and other parts of Gujarat.  
 
The Economy  
Agriculture  

 
India was primarily an agricultural economy. Most of the 

population lived in the rural areas and they depended on agriculture for 
their livelihood. In addition to food grains, they grew several 
commercial crops. These included sugarcane, oil seeds, cotton and 
indigo. There was a brisk trade in food grains, ghee, jaggery and other 
food products from the surplus areas to the deficit areas within India. 
Food grains, particularly, were transported on coastal boats and the 
Tamil region, for instance, imported food grains from the Andhra region 
and Bengal. 

 
On the west coast, food grains from Gujarat were exported to the 

Malabar region in return for pepper, cinnamon and ginger. Food grains 
were also shipped to the Dutch establishments in Sri Lanka and Batavia.  

 
Cotton Manufactures  

 
India also had a strong manufacturing base and was particularly 

famous for the variety of cotton fabrics produced at various centres 
across the country. Weaving was the second most important economic 
activity in the country, supported by subsidiary activities like spinning 
and dyeing. Manufacturing – that is, handicraft production – was 
carried on both in urban and rural areas. Luxury crafts, like metalwork 
were urban based. Weaving was mostly done in rural areas. India had a 
great advantage in that cotton was grown in the country. Indian craft 
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communities also possessed specialized knowledge about dyeing cotton 
using chemicals like alum to produce a permanent colour. The 
Coromandel region was famous for its painted (kalamkari) fabrics which 
had designs drawn on the cloth and then dyed. By the sixteenth century 
these had become staple products for consumers in south-east Asia, 
especially the Indonesian islands. Cotton fabrics were the most 
important exports from all parts of India to the rest of the world. This 
continued well into the eighteenth century.  
 
Marketing  

 
Production for an external market was widespread, so that there 

was a high degree of commercialization of production beyond 
subsistence levels. This required the organization of marketing by 
agencies which were distinct from the producers, that is, a class of 
merchants. Merchants thus linked producers who were dispersed in the 
rural areas with urban markets within the country, and with external 
markets outside the country. The extensive trade network in the country 
operated in several circuits, from the village markets, to regional 
markets and large urban commercial centres, culminating in the ports 
which were the gateways to the markets outside the country.  
 
Merchant Groups  

 
Just as the various kinds of markets functioned at different scales, 

merchants were also not a homogeneous group. There were traders and 
retailers who serviced markets in smaller centres. If mercantile activity 
can be deemed to be a pyramid, this class of merchants would be at the 
base of the pyramid. At its top were the great merchants, who were the 
prime movers in overseas trade with great reserves of capital, who 
controlled the producers in the hinterland of the ports. They generally 
employed the services of a network of brokers and sub-brokers to 
acquire goods from the interior regions or hinterland of the port towns. 
These agents could be said to form the middle tier of the merchant 
pyramid.  
 
Banking and Rise of Merchant Capitalists  

 
Commercial institutions were also well-developed to promote 

such extensive trade. Because a variety of coins were in circulation, there 
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were money-changers or shroffs to test coins for their purity and decide 
their value in current terms. They also served as local bankers. Instead of 
transferring money as cash from one place to another, merchants issued 
bills of exchange, known as hundis which would be cashed by shroffs at 
different destinations at a specified rate of discount. 

 
This well-developed infrastructure and organization of trade 

enabled the rich merchants to amass large fortunes. Such merchant 
princes or capitalists were found in all parts of India – the banias and 
Parsi merchants of Surat, the nagarseths of Ahmedabad, the Jagat Seths 
of Bengal, and the merchant communities of the Coromandel. 
Contemporary European observers noted that these merchants 
appropriated all the profits from trade to themselves, while the earnings 
and condition of the weavers and peasants were pitifully poor. This 
rendered them especially vulnerable to natural calamities like famines. 
In the Madras region, for instance, famine occurred at least ten times 
between 1678 and 1750. Sometimes there was widespread famine which 
lasted for several years on end. This drove the rural poor to sell 
themselves into slavery. Dutch records from the Coromandel regularly 
mention male and female slaves among the cargo sent to Batavia.  
 
Overseas Trade  

 
The overseas trade from both the east and west coast was 

incorporated into Indian Ocean trade which had stabilized into a well-
set pattern by the sixteenth century. Shipping in the Indian Ocean was 
segmented and carried on over several demarcated stages. Ships coming 
from China and the Far East sailed up to Malacca, where their cargoes 
were unloaded, and in return, goods from the west were taken back. 
From Malacca, ships sailed to the west coast of India, to Calicut or 
Cambay or Surat in Gujarat. Such intermediate ports were known as 
―entrepots‖. Goods from Europe and West Asia were exchanged in these 
ports for goods from the east, as well as locally produced pepper, spices, 
dyes, clothes and food grains. In the sixteenth century, Calicut gradually 
lost out to the Gujarat ports which were served by a much larger 
hinterland producing a wider range of products. The ports of the 
Coromandel coast, like Masulipatnam, Pulicat and other ports further 
south served as intermediate ports for the ships from Burma and the 
Malay peninsula.  
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Advent of Europeans  
 
The arrival of the Europeans, beginning with the Portuguese, was 

the first major external shock to this well established and regulated 
system of trade. The primary interest of the Europeans was in securing 
spices for Europe directly. In the olden days, the spices were carried to 
the Persian Gulf ports and then overland to the Mediterranean. They 
soon learned that a simple bilateral exchange was not workable in the 
Asian markets. This was mainly because there was no demand in the 
local economies for the products of Europe, other than gold or silver. On 
the other hand, because of the universal demand in south-east Asian 
markets for Indian textiles, clothes from India served as a substitute 
medium of exchange. The demand for the painted fabrics of the 
Coromandel Coast in the Indonesian islands, in particular, made the 
Dutch and the English set up their establishments on the east coast to 
procure the cloth that could be profitably exchanged for spices.  
 
Collaboration with Indian Merchants  

 
From the beginning of their trading venture in India, the 

Europeans realized that they could succeed only with the help and 
collaboration of the leading Indian merchants. The merchants, on their 
part, saw in the Europeans a great new business opportunity for 
expansion, and worked with them. In Surat, the merchants were 
functioning with the security of the Mughal government to support 
them in case of any problems. But in Pulicat, and later in Chennai under 
the English and Pondicherry under the French, the merchants also saw 
in these early colonial enclaves a place of security from where they could 
carry on business safely, free from the continuing political turmoil in the 
Tamil region.  

 
The Indian merchants were not at a disadvantage in their dealings 

with the Europeans till about 1700. In Surat, the situation changed 
because of the threat posed by the Maratha incursions and the inability 
of the Mughal state to provide security. In Chennai the English had 
stabilized and they could put pressure on merchants to accept unviable 
terms in order to increase their exports of cloth to Europe. Gradually, the 
power relations between the English and the local merchants began to 
change. The great merchant princes who were the dominant players on 
the trading scene in the previous century virtually disappeared.  
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The expansion of demand from Europe for Indian textiles also had 

an impact on the indigenous economy. Initially, this increased demand 
was beneficial to the local economy. The productive resources (labour, 
raw materials and capital) could respond positively. However, as the 
demand from Europe continued to grow, the pressure to increase 
production exponentially began to strain the productive resources. The 
frequent famines in the south and the shortage of food grains and raw 
materials, for instance, were additional burdens which the weaver had 
to bear. Thus, though the increased trade opportunities were beneficial 
in the short run, the long term effects were not necessarily positive. 
 

Over these one hundred and fifty years, the English in India were 
gradually undergoing a metamorphosis from being traders to builders 
of a trading empire, eventually emerging as the virtual rulers of large 
parts of the country.  

II 
Arrival of Europeans and the Aftermath  
Portuguese in India  

 
During his first voyage Vasco da Gama came with 170 men in 

three vessels. The cordiality of Zamorin, the ruler of Calicut, made him 
comfortable. He journeyed back on 29 August 1498 with only fifty five 
surviving men and of the three ships; two were laden with Indian goods. 
Gama‘s success made Portugal to send 1200 men with 13 vessels under 
Pedro Alvarez Cabral. On 29 October 1502 Gama visited Calicut for the 
second time with a fleet of 20 vessels. Gama moved from Calicut to 
Cochin as its harbour was better. He soon realized that the monopolistic 
trade of the Arabs needed to be broken if European trade was to thrive. 
He used the enmity between the two Hindu rulers of Cochin and Calicut 
for this purpose. Before he returned to Portugal he established a factory 
[warehouse] in Cochin and a prison at Kannur.  
 
Consolidation of the Portuguese Trade  
 

The Portuguese stopped yearly expeditions and instead decided to 
appoint a Viceroy. The first Viceroy was Francisco d‘ Almeida who 
followed what is known as ‗Blue Water Policy,‘ and accordingly, he 
added more ships to strengthen the navy rather than adding more 
settlements. He destroyed the fleet of Zamorin and a fleet sent by the 
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Sultan of Egypt. He befriended the ruler of Cochin and built fortresses at 
Cochin, Kannur and other places on the Malabar Coast.  

 
Albuquerque (1509-1515), the successor of Almeida, was the real 

founder of the Portuguese empire in India. He defeated Yusuf Adil 
Khan, the ruler of Bijapur in 1510 and captured Goa. He developed Goa 
into a centre of commerce by making all the ships sail on that route. He 
encouraged people of all faiths to settle in Goa. He was in favour of 
Europeans marrying Indian women and settling down in Portuguese 
controlled territories. His conquest of Malacca (in Malaysia) held by the 
Muslims, who commanded the trade route between India- China and 
Mecca and Cairo, extended the empire. He attacked the Arabs and was 
successful in taking Aden. In 1515 he took control of Ormuz.  
 

Do you know 
Albuquerque attempted to stop the practice of Sati.  

 
Two more viceroys played a significant role in consolidating the 

Portuguese empire in India. They are Nino da Cunha and Antonio de 
Noronha. Da Cunha occupied Bassein and Diu in 1534 and 1537 
respectively. The port of Daman was wrested from the hands of Imad-ul 
Mulk in 1559. Meanwhile in the middle of the sixteenth century, the 
Portuguese control over Ceylon increased with the completion of a fort 
in Colombo. It was during the period of De Noronha (1571) the Mughal 
ruler Akbar visited Cambay in Gujarat and the first contacts between the 
Portuguese and the Mughal emperor established.  
 

In 1580 Philip II, King of Spain, defeated Portugal and annexed it. 
In India the Dutch defeated the Portuguese in Ceylon and later seized 
the Portuguese fort on Malabar Coast. Thereafter rather than protecting 
their settlements in India, Portuguese began to evince greater interest in 
Brazil.  
 
The Impact of Portuguese Presence  

 

 For the first time in the political history of India the Europeans 
conquered and seized territories from the Indian rulers.  

 Indian rulers remained divided and Europeans took advantage 
of it.  
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 The Europeans adopted new methods in the warfare. Gun 
powder and superior artillery played a significant role.  

 The Portuguese could contain the monopolistic trade of the 
Arabs. But it did not really help them. Instead, it benefited the 
British who removed pirates on the sea routes and made the sea 
voyage safe.  

 The marriages between Europeans and Indians, encouraged by 
the Portuguese in the territories occupied by them, created a new 
Eurasian racial group. They were the ones who were later taken 
to other Portuguese colonies in Africa and Asia.  

 The presence of Portuguese is very much evident in Chennai‟s 
San Thome. Mylapore was the Portuguese „Black Town‟. (Black 
Town of the British period was George Town)  

 Following the establishment of Portuguese settlements, Jesuit 
missionaries visited India. Notable among them are: 1. Fr. 
Roberto de Nobili, whose linguistic ability enabled him to write 
extensively in Tamil and Sanskrit. He is considered the father of 
Tamil prose. 2. Fr. Henriques introduced printing in Tamil and 
is called the father of printing press.  

 
Clashes occurred between the Portuguese and the Muslim groups 

on the pearl fishery coast in the 1530s over the control of fishing and 
pearl diving rights and a delegation of Paravas complained to the 
Portuguese authorities at Cochin about the atrocities inflicted on them 
by Arab fleets and sought protection. Seizing the opportunity, the 
Portuguese sent their Roman Catholic priests (Padres) who converted 
thousands of fisher people to the Catholic religion. Following this St. 
Francis Xavier, one of the founders of the Society of Jesus, arrived in Goa 
in 1542 and travelled as far as Thoothukudi and Punnakayal to baptize 
the converts. Xavier established a network of Jesuit mission centres. His 
visit is evident from the shrines dedicated to St. Xavier and the towering 
churches that came up in the fishing villages on the Coromandel Coast.  

 
The Portuguese threatened disruption of trade by violence unless 

their protection, cartaz, was bought. Under the cartaz system, the 
Portuguese exacted money from the traders as price for protection 
against what they termed as piracy. But much of this was caused by 
Portuguese freebooters themselves and so the whole system was a 
blatant protection racket.  
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The Dutch  
 

The first Dutch expedition to the South East Asia was in 1595 by a trader 
(Jan Huyghen van Linschoten), a merchant from Netherlands who lived 
in Lisbon. There were several companies floated by the traders and 
individuals to trade with the East. The state intervened and 
amalgamated them all and created a Dutch East India company in 1602 
[known as the United East Indies Company (in Dutch: Verenigde Oost-
Indische Compagnie-abbreviated to VOC). The newly created company 
established its hold over the Spice Islands (Indonesia). In 1641 the Dutch 
captured Malacca from the Portuguese and in 1658 the Dutch forced 
Portuguese to part with Ceylon. The Dutch were successful in Spice 
Islands but they suffered reverses in India at the hands of the British.  

 

The Amboyna Massacre – twenty servants of British East India 
Company, Portuguese and Japanese were tortured and killed by the 
agents of Dutch East India Company at Ambon Island in Indonesia in 
the year 1623. 

 
Dutch in Tamil Nadu  

 
The Portuguese who established a control over Pulicat since 1502 

were overthrown by the Dutch. In Pulicat, located 60 kilometers north of 
Chennai, the Dutch built the Castle Geldria. The remains of this 400 year 
old fort can be seen even now. This fort was once the seat of Dutch 
power. The Dutch established control of Masulipatnam in 1605 and they 
established their settlement at Pulicat in 1610. The other Dutch colonial 
forts and possessions include Nagapattinam, Punnakayal, Porto Novo, 
Cuddalore (Tiruppathiripuliyur) and Devanampatinam. Pulicat served 
as the Coromandel headquarters of the Dutch East India Company. 
Diamonds were exported from Pulicat to the western countries. 
Nutmeg, cloves, and mace too were sent from here to Europe. A gun 
powder factory was also set up by the Dutch to augment their military 
power.  

 
One less known fact about the Dutch is they were involved in 

slave trade. People from Bengal and from settlements such as 
Tengapattinam and Karaikal were brought to Pulicat. The Dutch 
employed brokers at Madras for catching and shipping slaves. Famines, 
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droughts and war that resulted in food shortage led to the flourishing of 
the slave trade. 
 

Wil O Dijk, a Ph.D. Scholar at Leiden University in one of her 
research papers noted that the passenger list of slaves transported in 
VOC ships within and from the Bay of Bengal from June 1621 to 
November 1665 showed a total of 26,885 men, women and children – 
of which 1,379 died. She further wrote that the export of Coromandel 
slaves surged during a famine caused by the Nayak rulers of 
Thanjavur, Senji and Madurai, after the fall of Vijayanagara Empire. 

 
A subsequent invasion of the Bijapur army led to the destruction 

of fertile agricultural lands of Thanjavur pushing more people into 
slavery. This time (1646) around 2118 slaves, mostly drawn from places 
situated along the coasts like Adirampattinam, Tondi and 
Kayalpattinam.  
 
The French  

 
The French attempted to establish a trade link with India as early 

as 1527. Taking a cue from the Portuguese and the Dutch, the French 
commenced their commercial operations through the French East India 
Company, established in 1664. Unlike other European powers which 
appeared in India through the private trading companies, the French 
commercial enterprise was a project of King Louis XIV. His minister of 
finance, Colbert, was instrumental in establishing the French East India 
Company.  

 
As the French effort was a government initiative, it did not attract 

the general public of France who viewed it as yet another way to tax 
people.  

 
Pondicherry through Madagascar 
 

The French traders arrived in Madagascar (in Africa) in 1602. 
Though the French colonized Madagascar, they had to abandon it in 
1674, excepting a small coastal trading post. Berber, a French agent in 
India obtained a firman [a royal command or authorization] on 
September 4, 1666 from Aurangzeb and the first French factory was 
established at Surat in December 1668, much against the opposition of 
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the Dutch. Within a year the French established another factory at 
Masulipatnam. 

 
Realizing the need for a stronger foothold in India, Colbert sent a 

fleet to India, led by Haye (Jacob Blanquet de la Haye). The French were 
able to remove the Dutch from San Thome in Mylapore in 1672. The 
French sought the support of Sher Khan Lodi, the local Governor, who 
represented the Sultan of Bijapur, against the Dutch. The Dutch 
befriended the King of Golkonda who was a traditional foe of Bijapur. It 
was Sher Khan Lodi who offered Pondicherry (Puducherry) as a suitable 
site for their settlement. 

 
Pondicherry in 1673 was a small fishing village. Francis Martin 

who became the Governor of Pondicherry later had spent four years in 
Madagascar before arriving Surat. He made Pondicherry the strategic 
centre of French settlements in India.  
 

―The countryside through which we passed (outskirts of Pondichérry) 
was well-cultivated and very beautiful. Rice was to be found in 
abundance... where there was water while cotton was grown....” 
Francis Martin about the landscape of Pondicherry in his diary.  

 
Rivalry and Wars with the Dutch  

 
French attempts to capture Pondicherry were not easy. They had 

to deal with their main rivals, the Dutch. From 1672 France and Holland 
were continuously at war. In India the French lacked men, money and 
arms, as they had diverted them to Chandranagore, another French 
settlement in Bengal. Therefore the Dutch could capture Pondicherry 
easily in 1693. It remained with the Dutch for six years. In 1697, 
according to the treaty of Ryswick, Pondicherry was once again restored 
to the French. However, it was handed over to the French only in 1699. 
Francis Martin remained as its governor till his death in 1706.  

 
The French secured Mahe in 1725 and Karaikal in 1739. The French 

were also successful in establishing and extending their settlements in 
Qasim Bazaar, Chandranagore and Balasore in the Bengal region. Pierre 
Benoit Dumas (1668–1745) was another able French governor in 
Pondicherry. However, the French had to face the threat of the English 
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who proved too strong for them. Eventually they lost out on their hard 
earned fortunes to the English. 

 
The influence of the French can still be seen in present day 

Pondicherry, Mahe, Karaikkal, and Chandranagore.  
 
The Danes  

 
Denmark and Norway (together till 1813) possessed colonial 

settlements in India and Tamil Nadu. Tarangambadi or Tranquebar in 
Tamil Nadu, Serampore in West Bengal and Nicobar Islands were their 
possessions in India. On March 17, 1616 the King of Denmark, Christian 
IV, issued a charter and created a Danish East India Company. This 
Company did not get any positive response from the Danish traders. 
Admiral Ove Gjedde led the first expedition to Ceylon in 1618. The 
Danes could not get any trade contract in Ceylon. While they were 
returning in disappointment their main vessel was sunk by the 
Portuguese at Karaikkal. Thirteen stranded sailors with their trade 
director Robert Crappe were taken to the Nayak ruler of Thanjavur. 
Robert Crappe ably negotiated with the Thanjavur King and struck an 
agreement. According to the agreement signed on 20 November 1620, 
the Danes received the village of Tarangambadi or Tranquebar and the 
right to construct a Fort there.  

 
The Danish fort at Tarangambadi was vulnerable to high tidal 

waves which frequently damaged roads and houses. Despite their 
involvement in the Thirty Years War and the financial loss they suffered, 
the Danish managed to set up a factory at Masulipatnam. Small trading 
posts were established at Pipli (Hoogly River) and Balasore. Investors in 
Denmark wanted to dissolve the Danish East India Company, but King 
Christian IV resisted it. Finally after his death in 1648 his son Frederick 
abolished it.  

 
A second Danish East India Company was started in 1696. Trade 

between Denmark and Tarangambadi resumed and many new trade 
outposts were also established. The Nayak king of Thanjavur gifted 
three more villages surrounding Tarangambadi. Two Danish 
Missionaries, the first protestant missionaries, arrived on 9 June 1706. 
The Danish settled in Andaman and Nicobar in 1755, but due to the 
threat of malaria they abandoned it in 1848. During the Napoleonic wars 
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the British caused heavy damage to their possessions. Serampore was 
sold to the British in 1839 and Tranquebar and other settlements in 1845.  
 
The Danes in Tamil Nadu  

 
The Danish Fort built in Tarangambadi is still intact. 

Bartholomaeus Ziegenbalg along with Heinrich Pluetshau arrived in 
Tranquebar in September 1706, as the first Lutheran missionaries in 
India. They began preaching, and baptized their first converts within ten 
months of their stay. Their work was opposed both by Hindus and by 
the local Danish authorities, and in 1707-08 Ziegenbalg had to spend 
four months in prison on a charge that by converting the natives he was 
encouraging rebellion. The Copenhagen Missionary Society wanted to 
encourage an indigenous Christian Church, and accordingly instructed 
its missionaries simply to preach the Gospel, and not to bother about 
other matters. Ziegenbalg, however, contended that a concern for the 
physical welfare of ―others‖ was implicit in the Gospel.  

 
Ziegenbalg set up a printing press, and published studies of the 

Tamil language and of Indian religion and culture. His translation of the 
New Testament into Tamil in 1715 was first in any Indian language. The 
church building that he and his associates constructed in 1718 is still in 
use today. He succeeded in establishing a seminary for the training of 
local clergy. When he died on 23 February 1719, he left behind a full 
Tamil translation of the complete Bible and of Genesis to Ruth (Bible 
Story book series), many brief writings in Tamil, two church buildings, 
the seminary, and 250 baptized Christians.  
 
Advent of the British  
The English East India Company  

 
A group of wealthy merchants of Leadenhall Street in London 

secured a royal charter from Queen Elizabeth I to have a share in the 
lucrative spice trade with the East. The Company, headed by a governor, 
was managed by a court of 24 Directors. In 1611, King James I obtained 
from Mughal Emperor Jahangir through William Hawkins, permission 
for regular trade. The English obtained some trading privileges in Surat. 
In 1615–19 Sir Thomas Roe was sent as an Ambassador of the English 
King James I. The Viceroy of Gujarat, Prince Khurram granted trading 
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privileges, but the British could not operate freely because the 
Portuguese exercised a powerful influence in the region.  

 
Madras was ceded to East India Company in 1639 by the Raja of 

Chandragiri with permission to build a fortified factory which was 
named Fort St. George. This was the first landholding recorded by the 
Company on Indian soil. 

 
In 1645, the ruler of Golkonda overran the territories under the 

Company‘s control in Madras. Aurangzeb conquered Golkonda in 1687 
and brought the Company territories under Mughal rule. But the 
privileges granted to the English continued. Within a short time Madras 
replaced Masulipatinam as the headquarters of the English on the 
Coromandel Coast. The island of Bombay, which Charles II had 
inherited as dowry, was transferred to the Company in 1668.The Charter 
of 1683 empowered the Company to raise military forces and the right to 
declare war or make peace with the powers in America, Africa and Asia. 
In 1688 Madras had a municipal government with a Mayor. In 1693 the 
Company obtained another grant of three villages surrounding Madras 
and in 1702 five more villages were granted.  
 
Bengal  

 
In Bengal it was a long drawn struggle for the British to obtain 

trading rights. The Company obtained trading privileges from Shah 
Shuja, the second son of Shajahan and the Governor of Bengal, but there 
was no royal confirmation of such privileges. The trading rights for the 
British in Bengal were obtained only in 1680. Local officials interfered 
with the trading rights of the British and this resulted in the Company 
declaring war with the ruler representing the Mughals. Peace was 
restored in 1690 and the Company established its first settlement at 
Sultanuti, a site which became the future Calcutta. The factory was 
fortified in 1696 and in 1698 the Company secured the zamindari rights 
over three villages, Sutanuti, Kalikata and Gobindpur in return for a 
payment of 1200 rupees a year. The fortified factory was called Fort St. 
William which became the headquarters of the Presidency in 1770.  
 

Norris Mission  
Sir William Norris, sent by the English King William III in 1698, met 
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Aurangzeb to get full English jurisdiction over the English settlements. 
This was to confirm the existing privileges and to extend their trading 
rights further. But this request was conceded only during 1714-17, when 
a mission under Surman sent to the Mughal Emperor Farukhsiyar 
obtained firman (grant of trading rights) addressed to the local rulers of 
Gujarat, Hyderabad and Bengal.  

 
The Carnatic Wars  

 
The British had to fight three wars (1746- 1763) with the French to 

establish their supremacy, which in history are called the Carnatic wars.  
 

The Carnatic is a region in South India lying between the Eastern Ghats 
and the Coromandel Coast. This region constitutes the present day 
Tamil Nadu, eastern Karnataka, north-eastern Kerala and southern 
Andhra Pradesh.  

 
First Carnatic War 1746-48  

 
The Austrian War of Succession and Seven Years War fought in 

Europe had their repercussions in India. The Austrian ruler Charles VI 
died in 1740 and was succeeded by his daughter Maria Theresa. France 
did not support her succession and joined hands with German-speaking 
territories of Austria such as Bavaria, Saxony and Spain. Frederick II 
(known as Frederick the Great of Prussia) taking advantage of the 
emerging political situation invaded and annexed Silesia, an Austrian 
province, with the support of France. The wars fought between Britain 
and France in Europe also led to clashes between these two countries 
over their colonial possessions in North America and India.  

 
When the war broke out, the new Governor of Pondicherry, 

Dupleix appealed to Morse, the Governor of Madras, to remain neutral. 
But a British squadron under Commodore Barnett captured some of the 
French vessels with Indian goods and precipitated the situation. 
Dupleix, shocked by this incident, appealed to Anwar- ud-din, the 
Nawab of Carnatic, to help him to avoid war with the English. Calm 
prevailed for some time.  
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Meanwhile Dupleix contacted La Bourdonnais, the French 
Governor of Isle of France, who appeared in the Indian waters with 
eight warships. Peyton, who led the English squadron with his four 
ships, intercepted the French squadron and in the battle on 6 July 1746 
Peyton suffered reverses and retreated to Hoogly, Calcutta expecting 
some more ships from Britain.  
 
Fall of Madras  

 
The French squadron succeeded in capturing the undefended 

Madras on 15 September 1746. Governor Morse was asked to surrender 
but the Madras Governor turned to Anwar-ud-din for help. Dupleix was 
clever in convincing the Nawab that he was securing Madras from the 
British to be handed over to him. On 21 September 1746 the English 
were forced to part with Madras. But when the Nawab of Carnatic asked 
the French to hand over Madras to him as promised, the French dodged. 
Thereupon the Nawab sent a force of 10,000 men under the command of 
his son Mahfuz Khan.  
 
The Battle of San Thome and Adyar  

 
Nawab‘s forces blockaded Fort St. George but the French forces 

pushed the Nawab‘s forces to San Thome. The French received 
reinforcement and Mahfuz Khan attempted to halt the progress of the 
French on the banks of river Adyar. The French forces were able to wade 
through the water and inflict a severe attack on the Nawab‘s forces 
resulting in heavy losses.  

 
Dupleix then set his eyes on Fort St. David at Cuddalore which 

was in British possession. The English, with the help of the Nawab of 
Arcot, was trying to regain the places lost but Dupleix again played a 
diplomatic game by promising that he would hoist the flag of the 
Nawab in the Fort St. George for a week and after that he requested the 
Nawab to hand over the town to the French. The Nawab agreed to 
withdraw his proposed help to the British. Two attempts of the British 
under Rear- Admiral Boscowen to take Pondicherry failed. By this time, 
in 1748, France and the English had signed the Treaty of Aix La 
Chapelle. Under this treaty the British and the French ceased their 
hostilities in India. It was agreed that the French would hand over 
Madras to the British in return for Louisburg in North America.  
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The Second Carnatic War: 1749-54  
 
In Europe peace prevailed between the British and the French. But 

the two colonial powers could not live in peace in India. They played 
one native ruler against the other. Dupleix wanted to enhance the 
French influence by involving in the wars of succession in both 
Hyderabad and Arcot. 

 
Dupleix supported the claims of Muzzafar Jung, the grandson of 

Asaf Jah, who died in 1748 in Hyderabad, as the Nizam of Hyderabad. 
In the Carnatic, he supported the claim of Chanda Sahib. A triple 
alliance was formed amongst the French, Nizam and the Nawab of 
Carnatic.  

 
The English, after losing Madras, a precious possession, had only 

Fort St. David under their control. In order to reduce the influence of the 
French, the English supported the rival candidates Nasir Jung for the 
throne of Nizam of Hyderabad and that of Muhammad Ali after the 
death of Anwar-ud-din in the Battle of Ambur in 1749. 

 

Anandarangam Diary  
Anandarangam (1709-1761), was born to a leading merchant of the 

time named Tiruvengadam Pillai. After his father‘s death at 
Pondicherry, in view of the support given by the French Governors 
Dumas and Dupleix became the greatest merchant at Pondicherry. 
Dupleix appointed him the Chief Dubhashi (one who knows two 
languages) and Chief Commercial Agent (1746). This enabled him to 
emerge as a man of substantial political influence at Pondicherry. But his 
real fame rests on his voluminous Diary in Tamil which is a very 
valuable source of history for the period from 1736 to 1760, particularly 
for the Governorship of Dupleix. It is also a good summary of 
Anandarangam‘s views and impressions on contemporary events. 

 

The Battle of Ambur (1749) the Battle of Ambur:  
Muzaffar Jung, the contender for Nizami of Hyderabad, and 

Chanda Sahib, a claimant to the Nawabi of Carnatic, with the help of the 
disciplined French infantry inflicted huge casualties on the Nizam and 
Anwar-ud-din‘s forces. Anwar-ud-din was killed. Chanda Sahib entered 
Arcot as the Nawab. Muhammad Ali, son of Anwar-ud-din, escaped to 
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Tiruchirappalli.  

 
The battle of Ambur was followed by the entry of victorious forces 

to Deccan. Nazir Jung was killed by the French Army and Muzaffar 
Jung was made the Nizam of Hyderabad in December 1750. Dupleix‘s 
dream of establishing a French empire appeared good for some time. 
Dupleix received huge money and territories both from the Nizam and 
the Nawab of Arcot. When Muzaffar Jung required French protection, 
Dupleix sent Bussy, the French general, with a large French force. 
Muzaffar Jung did not live long and the same people who killed Nasir 
Jung also killed him. Bussy promptly placed Salabat Jung, brother of 
Nazir Jung, on the throne. In order to reduce the influence of British and 
also with a view to capturing Mohammad Ali (who fled to 
Tiruchirappalli after Anwar-ud-din was killed) Chanda Sahib decided to 
take Tiruchirappalli, with the help of the French and the Nizam. 

 
Robert Clive was born in September 29, 1725. He had no interest in 

studies and was expelled from three schools for his indiscipline and lack 
of interest in studies. However, Clive had developed notoriety for 
fighting. Disgusted by his behaviour his father secured him a writer‘s 
post in the East India Company and sent him to Madras. Clive was later 
promoted as the governor of Fort St David and was involved in the 
Carnatic Wars and the siege of Trichinopoly. He won the Battle of 
Plassey in Bengal from where the British Empire came to evolve in India. 
Clive returned to India to take up his governorship and secured the 
Diwani rights from the defeated Mughal emperor in 1765. Clive 
amassed huge wealth and left India a fabulously rich man, with a 
personal fortune to the then value of 234, 000 pounds. This apart, his 
jagir in Bengal fetched him an annual rental income of 27,000 pounds. 
When he returned to England he faced a parliamentary inquiry over 
allegations of corruption. Though exonerated, Clive committed suicide. 
 
Clive in the Second Carnatic War  

 
Dupleix was also determined to take over Tiruchirappalli with the 

help of Chanda Sahib. Chanda Sahib‘s troops were joined by 900 
Frenchmen. Muhammad Ali had only 5000 soldiers and not more than 
600 Englishmen to help him. Robert Clive‘s changed the course of 
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history. He suggested the idea of storming Arcot when the French and 
the Nawab were busy concentrating on Tiruchirappalli.  

 
Clive moved from Fort St. David on 26 August 1752 with only 200 

English and 300 Indian soldiers. As expected the English received help 
from many rulers from small territories. The Raja of Mysore and the 
ruler of Thanjavur rallied to support Muhammad Ali. Chanda Sahib 
dispatched a force of 3000 under his son Raja Sahib to take Arcot. Clive 
seized Arcot on August 31 and then successfully withstood a 53-day 
siege by Chanda Sahib‘s son, Raja Sahib, who was helped by the French 
forces. In the battle of Arni the English and the Maratha ruler Murari 
Rao faced an unequal number of French and the forces of Nawab of 
Arcot. In several battles that followed, including one at Kaveripakkam, 
Chanda Sahib was captured and executed. Muhammed Ali became the 
undisputed ruler of Carnatic.  

 
In Europe Britain and France were not involved in any war and so 

neither of them approved the policy of their Companies fighting in 
India. The French government recalled Governor Dupleix. The Treaty of 
Pondicherry was signed in 1755 with the English; both countries agreed 
not to interfere in the quarrels of the Indian princes. The Treaty also 
defined their mutual territorial possessions in India, a situation that was 
maintained for nearly two centuries until Indian independence.  
 
The Third Carnatic War: 1756-1763  

 
The third Carnatic War was an echo of the Seven Years War (1756-

1763) which broke out in Europe in 1756. It was a global conflict and was 
fought between the two arch-rivals Britain and France. The war was 
fought in North America (resulting in the American War of 
Independence), and West Africa (which later became the French West 
Africa). In India it manifested itself in the Third Carnatic war. Before 
turning our attention to the Third Carnatic War, let us see what 
happened in Bengal in the meantime.  
 
Battle of Plassey (1757)  

 
The East India Company abused the trade permits (dastaks) 

granted by the Mughal Emperor by not paying taxes to the Nawab of 
Bengal, and by involving itself in internal trade. This apart, the 
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Company had given asylum to the son of the Nawab Siraj-ud-daula‘s 
hostile aunt. As the Company refused to oblige the Nawab, who 
demanded the return of his nephew, Fort St. William was captured and 
Europeans imprisoned. Responding to this situation, the Company at 
Fort St. George despatched a strong contingent under Robert Clive and 
Watson. The battle that ensued is called the Battle of Plassey.  
 

It was alleged that 146 European prisoners were kept in a room 
measuring 18 by 15 feet and it is said that all except 23 prisoners died of 
suffocation. The veracity of this incident, known as the ―Black Hole 
Tragedy of Calcutta‖ in British accounts, has been debated among 
historians. 

 
The battle of Plassey (1757) changed the position of the British 

from being a commercial power to that of a territorial power. It 
confirmed the privileges obtained by the Company and replaced Siraj-
ud-daula with the betrayer Mir Jaffar. The Company‘s sovereignty over 
Calcutta was recognized and it was given sufficient land to maintain a 
military force. Mir Jaffar also agreed for a Company‘s resident in the 
court. Mir Jaffar was replaced by Mir Qasim and the latter tried to assert 
his independence, which was not to the liking of the Company officials.  
 
Battle of Buxar (1764)  

 
After fleeing from Bengal Mir Qasim aligned with the Mughal 

Emperor Shah Alam II and the Nawab of Oudh, Shuja-ud-daulah, who 
were equally aggrieved by the interference of the Company in their 
internal affairs. They declared war against the British. The battle was 
fought at Buxar (1764). By virtue of its superior armed the Company 
forces won the battle. The victory of the British led to the signing of the 
Treaty of Allahabad (1765) by Robert Clive with Shah Alam II. By this 
treaty the Company got the Diwani right to collect land revenue from 
the princely states of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa. Besides, the Company 
obtained three districts, Burdwan, Chittagong and Midnapur, in Bengal 
and sovereignty over Calcutta. British virtually became the rulers of 
Bengal. 
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Outbreak of Third Carnatic War  
 
With the outbreak of the Seven Years War, Clive captured 

Chandranagore, the French settlement in Bengal. With this the French 
influence ended in Bengal. But they retained their power in the south. 
The French government sent Count de Lally as the Supreme 
Commander of the French forces in India. As the British were active in 
Bengal, Lally promptly secured Fort St. David after a short siege. Lally‘s 
next move was Thanjavur but the French were after money from the 
Raja which he could not give. Without a penny the siege of Thanjavur 
was lifted because there was a threat of British attack on Pondicherry.  
 

Lally wanted Bussy to come from Hyderabad to help him to 
defend Pondicherry in the case of attack. Bussy left Hyderabad and 
joined Lally. In Deccan the political situation changed quickly and the 
French lost both Rajahmundry (1758) and Masulipatam (1759). Salabat 
Jung, the Nizam of Hyderabad, without fighting a battle signed an 
agreement with the British. The Nizam transferred Masulipatam and 
Northern Circars from the French to the English.  

 
The combined forces of Bussy and Lally captured Kanchipuram 

and proceeded to take Madras. As the British were busy in Bengal, 
Madras had only about 800 Englishmen and 2500 Indian soldiers. The 
Siege of Madras began on 12 December 1758. The French could not 
progress till February 1759, but both sides suffered casualties. The 
French, however, could not continue with the siege as supplies were 
dwindling. Meanwhile General Pocock brought a fleet to the relief of 
Madras. Lally was forced to lift the siege and fall back on Kanchipuram.  
 
The Battle of Wandiwash and the fall of Pondicherry  

 
Lally retired to Pondicherry leaving a French contingent in Arcot. 

The British moved towards Wandiwash but suddenly fell upon 
Kanchipuram and captured it. A fresh detachment of British forces 
arrived under the command of Sir Eyre Coote. The last ditch battle was 
fought between Eyre Coote and Lally at Wandawashi (Wandiwash) in 
January 1760. Bussy was defeated and taken prisoner. Lally retreated to 
Pondicherry but it was not besieged immediately. Meanwhile the British 
captured Senji and proceeded to Pondicherry and laid siege to it. Lally 
had reorganized the defences and put up a heroic resistance to the 
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British. The siege of Pondicherry continued for several months and 
finally on 4 February 1761 Pondicherry fell. In the same year the British 
took control of Mahe, another French possession in the west coast. All 
French possessions were now lost. Finally, the hostilities came to an end 
with the signing of the Treaty of Paris (1763) at the end of the Seven 
Years War. Pondicherry and Chandranagore were restored to the 
French. The French had to henceforth be content with Pondicherry, 
Karaikal and Yanaon (Yanam) (all in Union Territory of Puducherry), 
Mahe (Kannur district in Kerala), and Chandranagore (Chandannagar in 
Bengal). The English emerged as the undisputed colonial power in India, 
changing from a trading company into that of a territorial power. 
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12th 
17. Effect of British Rule  

 
Introduction  

 
The general breakdown of the central authority, in the wake of 

Mughal‘s fall, resulted in a English trading company taking over India. 
Initially, the English East India Company‘s focus was not on 
administration. Its aim was ensuring smooth trade. However, after the 
terrible Bengal famine of 1770, they began to exercise power with some 
responsibility. Not withstanding their exploitative economic policy, their 
professed objective was the safety of the people they governed and 
administration of justice. The justification for their expansionist policy 
was the extermination of tyranny of the local rulers and the harassment 
by robbers and marauders in the country. Railways and telegraph, 
introduced for easier communication, also served the purpose of curbing 
resistance and the control of the local population. However, their 
agrarian and commercial policies had a ruinous impact on the economy. 
India‘s wealth was drained in several forms. By the 1830s there was 
large scale emigration of ruined peasants and weavers to plantations in 
the British Empire countries. 

 
Establishment of British Raj  

 
Buxar was the real foundation battle for British dominion in India. 

Not only the Nawab of Bengal and Oudh, but the Mughal emperor 
ShahAlam II and his prime minister were also opposed to the British. As 
a result of the Battle of Buxar, the Company ceased to be a company of 
merchants and became a formidable political force. Under the pretext of 
corruption in Bengal administration Clive was appointed Governor of 
Fort William. Clive did not like his predecessor Vansittart‘s decision 
restoring Oudh to Shah Alam. So he called for fresh negotiation with 
Shuja-ud-daulah. As a result of this, two treaties of Allahabad were 
signed. The emperor granted the Diwani (revenue administration) of 
Bengal, Bihar and Orissa to the Company. The emperor Shah Alam II 
was to get the districts of Allahabad and Kora, besides an annual 
allowance of 26 lakhs of rupees from the revenues of Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa. The province of Oudh was restored to Shuja-ud-daula on the 
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payment of war indemnity. The treaties held the Nawab of Bengal 
responsible for the governance of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.  

 
Before the emperor granted the Diwani to Clive, the Nawab of 

Bengal, successor of Mir Jafar, had practically transferred the Nizamat 
(civil 

 
to the Company. So the Company had to function as Diwan and the 
Nizam. The Diwan‘s duty included the collection of revenue and the 
control of civil justice. The Nizam‘s function was to exercise military 
power and to dispense criminal justice. Thus the Company acquired the 
real power, while the responsibility of administration was with the 
Nawab. This arrangement is called Dual System or Double government 
or Dyarchy.  

 
But soon the dual system began to break down. Governance 

without responsibility led to the outbreak of a terrible famine in 1770. 
Nearly one third of Bengal's population perished. The miseries of the 
province were intensified by the Company servants who had 
monopolized the sale of rice and realized huge profits. Finally, the 
Company realized its responsibility and passed the Regulating Act of 
1773. Warren Hastings was appointed the Governor General of Bengal.  
 

The administrative head of East India Company was Governor (of 
Fort William or of Fort St. George) until 1772. Warren Hastings who was 
Governor of Fort William was made Governor-General of Bengal 
according to the Regulating Act of 1773. The Charter Act 1833 
designated this post as Governor-General of India and William Bentinck 
was appointed the first Governor-General of united British India. The 
Governor-General was selected by the Court of Directors of the East 
India Company, to whom he was responsible. After the great rebellion 
of 1857, when the government of India was transferred from the East 
India Company to the Crown, the title ―Viceroy and Governor-General‖ 
was first used in the queen‘s proclamation of 1858. Canning was the first 
Viceroy and Governor-General of India accountable to the British 
Parliament. 
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Land Tenures: Permanent Settlement and Ryotwari Settlement  
 
The Regulating Act of 1773 imposed on the court of Directors the 

legal obligation of informing all revenue transactions of the Company 
servants to the British Treasury. The Governor and Council consisting of 
the Commander-in-Chief and two counsellors sat as a Board of Revenue 
which discussed revenue matters. The Pitt India Act of 1784 separated 
the civil and military establishments in India.  

 
Governor-General Cornwallis, himself a big landlord, wanted to 

create landlords after the British model in India. Cornwallis came to a 
settlement with the revenue farmers. This resulted in the creation of a 
new type of middlemen, called zamindars, reducing the cultivators to 
the position of mere tenants. This settlement that Cornwallis made with 
the zamindars of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in 1793, in pursuance of the 
instruction from the Directors, is called the Permanent Settlement. 
‗Settlement‘ refers to the assessment and fixing of the quantum of land 
revenue to be paid by each zamindar to the government. For Bengal, 
Bihar and Orissa, this was fixed permanently. Thus the zamindars who 
were originally tax collectors acquired hereditary rights over the land 
assigned by the government. The zamindars pocketed whatever they 
collected over and above the settlement.  

 
The first quarter of the nineteenth century was a formative period 

in the land revenue history of the Madras Province. First after a great 
deal of deliberations Permanent Settlement was adopted. The districts of 
Chengalpattu, Salem and Dindigul were divided into a number of 
mittahs and sold to the highest bidders. Most of the purchasers, after 
fleecing the peasants, failed in the course of a year or two. The 
experiment was therefore abandoned. Then the Board of Revenue tried a 
system of village leases.  
 

Mahalwari was introduced in 1833 during the period of William 
Bentinck. Under the system the revenue settlement was made with the 
proprietor of the estate but the land revenue was collected from 
individual cultivators  

 
Under the Village Lease system the assessment of each village was 

to be fixed for a period of three years based on the actual collections over 
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a series of past years. In districts where mirasi rights existed, the 
mirasdar was made responsible for the rent collections. In districts 
where the mirasi rights did not exist, an arrangement was made with the 
village headman. This system failed due to various reasons such as bad 
monsoons, low price of grains and the short period of lease. When crops 
failed entire villages defaulted and fled without paying the revenue. The 
government had to seek the help of the district collectors to bring back 
the peasants to the village.  

 
By 1814 the Court of Directors had decided to introduce the 

ryotwari system. This was a system formulated by Governor Thomas 
Munro. Under this system the ryot, an Anglicization by the British in 
India of the Arabic word ra'īyah, meaning a peasant or cultivator, was 
the proprietor and tax payer of the land. The government dealt with him 
directly without the intervention of any middlemen. The peasant was 
entitled to possession of land so long as he paid the land revenue. Apart 
from eviction, default could result in attachment of livestock, household 
property and personal belongings. The government assessed the 
revenue of each cultivated field. The revenue assessment was reviewed 
once in thirty years, taking into account the changes in grain prices, 
marketing opportunities, irrigation facilities and the like. The ryotwari 
system introduced the concept of private property in land. The 
individual holders were registered and issued pattas. They were 
permitted to sell, lease, and mortgage or transfer the right over land.  
 

Thomas Munro:  
Munro arrived Madras in 1780. In the first 12 years he was 

engaged in Mysore War as soldier. He worked in the Baramahal 
(Salem district) from 1792-1799 and Kanara from 1799-1800. He was 
collector of Ceded Districts: Kadapa, Kurnool, Chittoor, Anantapur. It 
was during this period that he conceived the idea of Ryotwari 
Settlement. In 1820 he became Governor of Madras Presidency and 
served for seven years. In 1822 he officially enforced the Ryotwari 
System in Madras. During his governorship, he gave attention to 
education and regarded any expenditure on it as an investment. He 
also emphasized the need for Indianization of the services. He died of 
Cholera at Pattikonda (Karnool district) in July 1827. A very popular 
governor, people constructed shrines in his honour, and named their 
children after him. His statue was erected at Madras in 1839 by public 
subscription.  
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Subsidiary Alliance and Doctrine of Lapse  
 

Governor General Wellesley (1798-1805) pursued a forward policy 
to establish British supremacy in India. His annexation of territories was 
not a result of victory in war. It was by assumption of the entire 
administration of an Indian State, with its rulers retaining his title and 
receiving a fixed allowance.  

 
Before Wellesley, the Company concluded alliances with Indian 

princes. The Nizam and the Nawab of Oudh received subsidies for the 
maintenance of British contingents. Such forces were generally stationed 
outside the State concerned. Payment was made in cash. Difficulties 
arose when the payments were not promptly paid. Wellesley broadened 
the scope of this arrangement by his Subsidiary Alliance System, 
bringing under it Hyderabad, Mysore, Lucknow, the Maratha Peshwa, 
the Bhonsle (Kolhapur) and Sindhia (Gwalior).  

 
The provisions of the Subsidiary Treaty are: (a) An Indian ruler 

entering into Subsidiary Alliance with the British had to dissolve his 
own armed forces and accept British forces and a British Resident in his 
territory. (b) He had to pay for the British army‘s maintenance. If he 
failed, a portion of his territory would be taken away and ceded to the 
British. (c) The protected prince was to sever all connections with 
European powers other than the British, especially the French. (d) No 
European should be employed without the permission of the British. (e) 
No negotiation with any Indian power should be held without the 
Company‘s permission and (f) No other Indian power to interfere in its 
internal affairs. Thus the states brought under the system became 
dependent on the Company in political and military matters, sacrificing 
their own sovereignty and status.  

 
The Subsidiary System increased the military resources and 

efficiency of the Company government. The immediate result of this 
system was the discharge of thousands of professional soldiers by the 
political powers. The disbanded soldiers indulged in freebooting 
activities. Pindaris (marauders) began to swell on account of the 
Subsidiary System. In view of the guaranteed support to the Princes by 
the Company, the protective States mal-administered and paved the 
way for the annexation.  
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Distinction between ‗Presidency‘ and ‗Province‘: The British called 

Presidency the place where the office of Chief Administrative Head was 
situated. Madras, Bombay and Calcutta were the three Presidencies. 
Later when the Presidency became unwieldy for governance, they 
created provinces like Central and United Provinces.  
 
Doctrine of Lapse  

 
Traditionally Hindu custom allowed the adoption of a son in the 

absence of male heirs. The adopted son had the right to inherit property. 
In this context the question raised was whether such an adopted prince 
holding the state subordinate to the Paramount Power (England) could 
succeed without the consent of the latter. Before Dalhousie‘s arrival, the 
custom was to obtain the sanction of the Company government before 
or after adoption. Governor General Dalhousie held that the paramount 
power could legally refuse to sanction adoption in the case of rulers of 
States dependent on it. This meant that dependent States could be 
regarded as lapsed to the paramount power, by its refusal to sanction 
the succession of adopted sons.  

 
By applying this policy known as Doctrine of Lapse, the first state 

to fall  as Satara. Shahji of Satara died (1848) and the son he adopted on 
the eve of his death was not recognized by Dalhousie. Gangadhar Rao, 
Raja of Jhansi died in November 1853 and Dalhousie annexed that state 
immediately. (His widow, Rani Lakshmi Bai, played a prominent role in 
the Great Rebellion of 1857.) Raghuji Bhonsle III died in 1853 without a 
child. Nagpur was immediately annexed. In 1851, the last Peshwa died. 
He had been a pensioner of the Company for thirty-three years, but 
Dalhousie refused to continue paying the pension to his son, the Nana 
Sahib. The Doctrine of Lapse, thus, served as an instrument for the 
pursuit of its annexation policy. When the Crown took over India in 
1858 Doctrine of Lapse was withdrawn.  
 
Native States and British Paramountcy  

 
In the aftermath of the Battle of Plassey (Palashi) (1757), when the 

Company embarked on its career of expansion, it established the system 
of dual government. Under this system, everything was sought to be 
done by the Company‘s servants in the name of some powerless and 
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dependent prince. In theory the Company was only the diwan (the 
collector of revenue), but in practice it exercised full authority. This 
authority was asserted by the refusal to continue the payment of annual 
tribute to the Mughal emperor Shah Alam promised by Clive. 
Cornwallis even stopped affirming obedience in letters to the emperor. 
Wellesley carried matters further with his objective of establishing 
British predominance through his Subsidiary Alliance System. Wellesley 
made subsidiary alliances with the three of the major States of India: 
Hyderabad, Poona and Mysore.  

 
Hastings (Moira) who became Governor General in 1813 ordered 

the removal of the phrase denoting the imperial supremacy from his 
seal. He refused to meet Emperor Akbar II, unless he waived all 
authority over the Company‘s possessions. But Hastings laid down a 
policy that the Company was in no way responsible for the 
administration of the Indian States. Thus, under the Subsidiary System, 
each Prince was secure on his throne, notwithstanding the discontent of 
his people or by his jealous neighbours. In regions such as Kathiawar 
and Central India, divided among a great number of petty chiefs, the 
Company‘s close supervision became indispensable for prompt action.  

 
The Company army helped the Indian rulers under the Subsidiary 

system to quell any rebellion or disturbance within the State. In 
Hyderabad, the authority of the Nizam did not prevail in certain areas, 
as the Arab troops lived without any control. The assistance of British 
troops helped reduce the Arabs to obedience. In Mysore state the 
financial management of the raja provoked a rebellion in 1830 and the 
treaty of Wellesley only provided authority for the Company to 
interfere. William Bentinck, as Governor General, relieved the raja of all 
his powers and appointed Mark Cubbon to administer Mysore. In 
Gwalior, during a minority, the parties at the durbar quarrelled bitterly 
among themselves. The army of the State passed out of control. 
Ellenborough moved with a strong army, but the State army resisted. At 
the battle of Maharajpur, the State army was defeated and new terms of 
conditions including the limitation of the military forces maintained by 
it were imposed in 1843.  

 
Dalhousie‘s new method of annexing territories, Doctrine of Lapse, 

as we have seen, increased the territories under British domain. Every 
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accession of territory also increased the influence of the Company over 
the governments of the Indian princes. 

 
Reforms in Civil and Judicial Administration  

 
Cornwallis organized company administration securing the 

services of William Jones, a judge and an Orientalist. He set up a 
machinery for the detection and punishment of crime, thereby ending 
the dual system of government established by Clive. The collection of 
revenue was separated from administration and justice. He deprived the 
collectors of their judicial function and confined them to revenue 
collection. Civil and criminal courts were thoroughly reorganized. At 
the top of the judicial system were the Sadar Diwani Adalat and the 
Sadar Nizamat Adalat. These two highest civil and criminal courts of 
appeal at Calcutta were presided over by the Governor General and his 
Council. Under them were four provincial courts of appeal at Calcutta, 
Deccan, Murshidabad and Patna. Each was to function under three 
European judges, aided by Indian advisers. Next came the District and 
City courts, each presided over by a European judge assisted by Indians. 
Every district and important city was provided with a court. At the 
bottom of the judicial system were courts under Indian judges, called 
munsifs. In civil cases, Muslim law was imposed and followed. In 
criminal cases, Hindu and Muslim laws were applied according to the 
religion of the litigants.  

 
The biggest contribution of Cornwallis was the reform of the civil 

services. Cornwallis provided scope for employing capable and honest 
public servants. He put an end to the old tradition of the civil service 
wherein the Company‘s servants were given a small salary but were 
permitted to trade. Cornwallis appointed people solely on merit but 
considered that efficiency required the exclusion of Indians from the 
Company‘s service.  

 
Every district was divided into thanas (police circles). Each thana 

was under a daroga, an Indian officer. Cornwallis‘ police system was 
further improved under Warren Hastings. The rigid separation of 
judicial and revenue powers was given up. The Collector began to 
function as Magistrate as well.  
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Cornwallis, who toned up the civil and criminal administration, 
however, did not pay adequate attention to the education of Company 
servants. It was Wellesley who emphasized the need for educating and 
training them. Wellesley thought the civilians should have knowledge of 
the languages, laws, customs and manners and history of India, in 
addition to their liberal education in England. With this object, the 
College of Fort William was founded at Calcutta in 1800. A three year 
course of study was provided for the Company‘s civil servants. The 
college was staffed by European professors and eighty Indian pundits. 
This became the Oriental School for Bengal civilians. In 1806 the East 
India College was established in England. In Madras, the College of Fort 
St George was set up by F.W. Ellis in 1812 on the lines of College of Fort 
William. It was here that the theory that the South Indian languages 
belonged to a separate family of languages independant of Sanskrit was 
formulated.  
 
Education and Development under Company Rule  
Education  

 
The establishment of a Madrasa by a learned maulvi with the 

support of Warren Hastings was the beginning of initiatives of British 
government to promote education. This Madrasa started with forty 
stipendiary students. What Warren Hastings had done for the Muslims, 
his successor was prepared to do for the Hindus. Cornwallis established 
a Sanskrit college (1791) in Benares. The successive governors in the next 
twenty years, however, did nothing to follow it up. 

 
Company held the view that it was not desirable in its own 

interests to encourage education in India. In 1813, when the Company 
Charter was renewed, it contained a clause intended to force on the 
Company the initiative for a regular educational policy. Hastings 
encouraged the foundation of vernacular schools by missionaries. He 
was the patron of the Hindu College, established at Calcutta in 1817, 
supported by the Indian public for the teaching of English and of 
Western science. The cause of education was further promoted by 
missionaries like Alexander Duff. Thanks to Hastings‘ liberal outlook, 
press censorship instituted in 1799 was abolished. It was in such an 
atmosphere that the Bengali Weekly, the Samachar Darpan was started 
in 1818.  
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The Charter of 1833 emphasized the development of the country 
primarily in the interest of its inhabitants. William Bentinck, appointed 
the first Governor General of united India reformed the society by 
suppressing thuggee (robbery and murder committed by the thugs in 
accordance with their ritual), abolishing sati and introducing English as 
the medium of instruction in schools and colleges. This he thought 
would facilitate Indianization of the services. Bentinck founded the 
Calcutta Medical College in March 1835. The students of this college 
were sent to London in 1844 to complete their studies. Ten years after 
the establishment of the Calcutta Medical College, the Grant Medical 
College in Bombay was founded in 1845. In 1847 the Thomason 
Engineering College at Roorkee (now IIT Roorkee) came into existence. 
In 1849 a school for girls was founded in Calcutta.  

 
Macaulay came to India as a law member in 1835. He was 

appointed President of the Board of Education. He had a poor opinion of 
indigenous learning. Macaulay recommended and government accepted 
to make English the literary and official language of India. 
Dalhousie showed keen interest in education. He approved of the 
system of vernacular education designed by James Thomason, 
Lieutenant Governor of the North-Western Provinces (1843- 53). The 
Educational Dispatch of Charles Wood (1854) outlined a comprehensive 
scheme of education-primary, secondary, collegiate. Departments of 
Public Instruction and a university for each of the three Presidencies 
were organized for the purpose. University of Madras was established 
under this plan (1857), along with universities in Bombay and Calcutta. 
Dalhousie modified the policy of Macaulay by encouraging educational 
institutions in vernaculars too. He also agreed to the principle of grants-
in-aid to private effort, irrespective of caste or creed.  

 

Macaulay found nothing good in Indian literature, philosophy 
and medicine. Macaulay, in his minute of 1835 wrote: „I have no 
knowledge of either Sanskrit or Arabic. But I have read translations of 
the most celebrated Arabic and Sanskrit works. I have conversed both 
here and at home with men distinguished by their proficiency in the 
Eastern tongues. 
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 I have never found one among them who could deny that a 

single shelf of a good European library was worth the whole native 
literature of India and Arabia.  

 
The question now before us is simply whether, when it is in our 

power to teach this language, we shall teach languages in which, by 
universal confession, there are no books on any subject which deserve 
to be compared to our own, whether, when we can teach European 
science, we shall teach systems which, by universal confession, 
wherever they differ from those of Europe differ for the worse, and 
whether, when we can patronize sound philosophy and true history, 
we shall countenance, at the public expense, medical doctrines which 
would disgrace an English farrier, astronomy which would move 
laughter in girls at an English boarding school, history abounding 
with kings thirty feet high and reigns thirty thousand years long, and 
geography made of seas of treacle and seas of butter.  

 
It is said that the Sanscrit and the Arabic are the languages in 

which the sacred books of a hundred millions of people are written, 
and that they are on that account entitled to peculiar encouragement. 
Assuredly it is the duty of the British Government in India to be not 
only tolerant but neutral on all religious questions. ... We abstain, and 
I trust shall always abstain, from giving any public encouragement to 
those who are engaged in the work of converting the natives to 
Christianity. And while we act thus, can we reasonably or decently 
bribe men, out of the revenues of the State, to waste their youth in 
learning how they are to purify themselves after touching an ass or 
what texts of the Vedas they are to repeat to expiate the crime of 
killing a goat?  

 
We must at present do our best to form a class who may be 

interpreters between us and the millions whom we govern, -a class of 
persons Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes, in opinions, 
in morals and in intellect. To that class we may leave it to refine the 
vernacular dialects of the country, to enrich those dialects with terms 
of science borrowed from the Western nomenclature, and to render 
them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great 
mass of the population. 
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Efforts at Safety and Developmental Measures  
Pindari War  

 
Pindaris were freebooters composed of both Muslim and Hindu 

bands. The Subsidiary Alliance of the Company had led to the 
disbandment of thousands of soldiers and most of them joined them and 
swelled their numbers in central India. The British proclaimed Pindari 
War. But it turned out to be a war against Marathas and the outcome of 
this prolonged war (1811 to 1818) was that the whole of Central India 
came under British rule.  
William Bentinck The villagers burning themselves to avoid Pindaris  
 
Suppression of Thuggee  

 
The Thugs were robbers operating between Delhi and Agra from 

the fourteenth century. They were bound together by oaths and ritual 
and murdered unsuspecting travellers in the name of the goddess Kali. 
Bentinck placed William Sleeman in charge of the operation to eliminate 
the Thuggee menace. Between 1831 and 1837 more than three thousand 
Thugs were convicted. Five hundred approvers. By 1860 the problem of 
thuggee had ceased to exist.  
 
Abolition of Sati  

 
Bentinck showed great courage and humanity by his decision to 

abolish sati, the practice of burning widows alive with the corpses of 
their husbands. Previous governors-general were reluctant to prohibit 
the custom as interference in religion but Bentinck enacted a law (Sati 
Abolition Act, 1829) to put an end to this practice. Raja Rammohan Roy‘s 
campaigns and efforts played a decisive part in getting this inhuman 
practice abolished.  
 
Railways, Postal & Telegraph Systems  

 
The first serious proposal for constructing railways was made by 

the European business community. The Directors were doubtful 
whether railways could be successfully built in India. Governor General 
Dalhousie however persuaded them arguing that the railways would 
bring very considerable economic advantage. Yet before the Great 
Rebellion less than three hundred miles of track had been laid.  
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Though several proposals for the laying of telegraph 

communication between India and London were put forward, the 
telegraph service was inaugurated only in 1854. During the Great 
Rebellion of 1857 its importance was realised. In the aftermath of 1857, it 
became an urgent necessity. The time of communication between 
London and Calcutta came down from several days to twenty eight 
minutes. With the opening of Suez Canal in 1869, the journey between 
Europe and India was reduced by some 4000 miles. By1870 the 
government of British India was in effective contact with Secretary of 
State, India Office, London. Subsequently, with the exception of Curzon, 
Governor Generals were reluctant to do anything without seeking the 
permission of Whitehall, the headquarters of the East India Company.  
 
Irrigation  

 
The British neglected irrigation. The irrigation channels and tanks 

built by Indian rulers fell into disuse and there was little effort on the 
part of the Company to undertake repairs or renovation works. In 
Madras, as we will see in the following section, a few irrigation works 
were carried out because of the personal enthusiasm of Arthur Cotton, 
an Engineering officer. Against much opposition, Cotton built a dam 
across the Kollidam (Coleroon) in 1836. In 1853, a dam across the 
Krishna River had also begun. In the north, before the takeover of India 
by the Crown, Jumna canal was completed in 1830 and by 1857 the 
Ganges canal had been extended to nearly 450 miles. In the Punjab area 
the Bari Doab canal had been excavated by 1856. But the canal water 
contributed to soil salinity and water logging causing great ecological 
distress.  
 
Forests  

 
Land revenue was the mainstay of the British Indian government‘s 

fiscal system. Therefore, in their effort to extend the areas of cultivable 
land, forests were destroyed. Zamins were created out of Jungle Mahal 
forests and auctioned off for regular cultivation. The original inhabitants 
of this region, the Santhals were evicted. Therefore it was the Santhals 
who were the first tribal group to resist the British rule in India. Slope 
cultivation was encouraged in the hilly and mountainous tracts. Land 
was provided to European enterprises at a throwaway price for slope 
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cultivation. Further, in their enthusiasm to try plantation crops, 
zamindars and Indian rulers destroyed the forests. Coffee, for instance, 
did not grow in many places. Yet in the process of attempting coffee 
cultivation large tracts of virgin forests were destroyed. Timber came to 
be exploited with the massive construction of the railway system. In the 
1870s, it was calculated that every year one million sleepers were needed 
to build railway tracks. Indian trees, particularly sal, deodar, and teak, 
were preferred for their strength over other Indian timbers. These three 
species were intensively exploited. Much sal was extracted from the 
forests of the Jungle Mahals of West Bengal and Bihar. Timber went to 
England too for the building of railways. The myth that India‘s forests 
were inexhaustible was exploded. It was in this background that the 
colonial state, in order to manage and control forest resources, started 
the Forest Department and passed the Indian Forest Act, 1865. This was 
a draconian act which restricted the use of forest resources by 
indigenous groups who resented it. In order to contain protest and 
resistance the British enacted the dreaded Criminal Tribes Act, 1871. 
During the entire colonial period there were frequent insurrections by 
tribal people against the colonial state. The legacy of the colonial forest 
acts continues to haunt contemporary times as well.  
 
Deindustrialization and Drain of Wealth  

 
Europe had always imported more from the East than was 

exported here. There was little that the East required from the West in 
return for the spices, silks, calicos, jewels and the like it sent there. The 
industrial revolution in textile production that took place in England 
reversed this relationship for the first time. India was systematically de-
industrialized. Rather than being the world‘s leading exporter of cloth 
and textiles, India became a market for Lancashire cottons. Cheap 
machine-made British goods led to the flooding of Indian markets. 
Indian cotton piece goods began to lose ground gradually given that 
machine-made goods were more durable and cost less.  

 
The Company government, in the first three decades, followed a 

policy of allowing unrestricted flow of imports of British goods into 
India. Without any import duty English goods were much cheaper than 
domestic products. At the same time, Indian manufactures were shut 
out from the British market by high protective duties. This policy ruined 
the Indian weavers and traders. 
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Contrasting Muslim rule with British governance William 

Bentinck himself acknowledged the benevolent nature of the former. ‗In 
many respects‘, Bentinck wrote, ‗the Muhammedans surpassed our rule; 
they settled in the countries which they conquered; they intermarried 
with the natives; they admitted them to all privileges, the interests and 
sympathies of the conquerors and conquered became identical. Our 
policy on the contrary, has been the reverse of this– cold, selfish and 
unfeeling.‘ 
 

Military and civil administrative costs in British India consumed 
an average of eighty per cent of the budget, leaving twenty per cent to 
be divided among the various departments concerned. Agriculture was 
left to its deteriorating condition. Irrigation was neglected. Arthur 
Cotton wanted the colonial state to give priority to irrigation rather than 
building railway network, but his suggestion was turned down by the 
imperial goverment in England. Outbreak of successive famines in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century ultimately prompted the 
government under British Crown to initiate some steps for the building 
of dams.  

 
The Ryotwari system intended to create a large body of 

independent peasants, who would be protected from the ―corrupt and 
faithless zamindar,‖ however, in reality achieved the contrary result of 
strengthening the position of the big landlords. The government showed 
little interest in protecting the interests of tenants in ryotwari areas. 
Since land was the main source of revenue, its rigorous collection 
became an imperative policy of the British. The Torture Commission, 
appointed by the Company government in Madras in its report 
presented in 1855 exposed the atrocities perpetrated by the Indian 
revenue and police officials in the process of collecting land tax from the 
cultivators. The Torture Act which justified forcible collections of land 
revenue was abolished only after 1858.  
 
Famines and Indentured labour  

 
Famine, though no stranger to India, increased in frequency and 

deadliness with the advent of British colonial rule. Between 1800 and 
1825, there were only four famines. But in the last quarter of the century 
there were 22 famines. It is estimated that over five million died. By 
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1901, Romesh Chunder Dutt, a former ICS officer and a staunch 
nationalist, enumerated 10 mass famines since the 1860s, putting the 
total death toll at 15 million.  

 
The laissez faire (non-intervention) principles to which the colonial 

state was committed since 1833 was applied to famines also. For years, 
western-educated Indians had argued that British rule was grossly 
impoverishing India. The Orissa famine, in which one third of the 
population died of starvation and disease, served as a patent proof of 
this thesis. It prompted nationalist Dadabhai Naoroji, to begin his 
lifelong investigations into Indian poverty.  
 

An eye witness (an Englishman) of the terrible famine in the 
Guntur district of Madras Presidency in 1833 said: ‗It is dreadful to see 
what revolting food human beings may be driven to partake of. Dead 
dogs and horses are greedily devoured by these surviving wretches; and 
the other day, an unfortunate donkey having strayed from the fort, they 
fell upon him like a pack of wolves, tore him limb from limb and 
devoured him on the spot.‘ 

 
Madras Famine of 1876-78: The failure of two successive monsoons 

caused a severe famine in the Madras Presidency during 1876-78. The 
viceroy Lytton adopted a hands-off approach similar to that followed in 
Orissa. 3.5 million People died in the presidency.  

 
The introduction of plantation crops and slope cultivation in 

Ceylon, Mauritius, Fiji, Malaya, the Caribbean islands, Natal and South 
Africa required enormous labour. Initially slave labour was used for this 
purpose. But after the Company government abolished slavery in India 
(1843), the system of indentured was used. Under this system, labourers 
were hired on contract for a period of five years (indenture) and they 
could return to their homeland with passage paid at the end. Many 
impoverished peasants and weavers went hoping to earn some money. 
But in effect it was worse than slave labour. The colonial state allowed 
agents (kanganis) to trick or kidnap indigent landless labourers. 150 
indenture labourers ―the innocent victims of a new system of slavery‖ 
were first taken from Thanjavur in 1828 to the new British coffee 
plantations in Ceylon. All of them deserted. Therefore, recruitment 
coupled with criminal laws prohibiting desertion started in the 1830s. 
People courted this new form of slavery to escape starvation deaths.  
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In 1815, the Governor of Madras received a communication from 

the Governor of Ceylon (Sri Lanka) asking for coolies to work on the 
coffee plantations. The Madras Governor forwarded this letter to the 
collector of Thanjavur, who after enquiry reported back saying that the 
people were very much attached to the soil and hence unless some 
incentive was provided it was not easy to make them move out of their 
native soil. But the outbreak of two famines (1833 and 1843) forced the 
people, without any prompting from the government, to leave for 
Ceylon to work as coolies in coffee and tea plantations under indentured 
labour system. During 1843-1868, nearly 1.5 million people (1,444,407) 
had gone from Madras to Ceylon as indentured labourers. 

 
Drain of Wealth  

 
Dadabhai Naoroji in his Poverty and Un- British Rule in India 

explained how the English rulers were different from the earlier 
invaders. He said, in the case of former foreign invaders, they plundered 
and went back. They made, no doubt, great wounds, but India, with her 
industry, revived and healed the wounds. When the invaders became 
rulers of the country they settled down in it; whatever was the condition 
of their rule, there was at least no material or moral drain in the county. 
But with the English the case was different. There are the great wounds 
of the first wars in the burden of the public debt and those wounds are 
kept perpetually open and widening by draining away the lifeblood in a 
continuous stream. The former rulers were like butchers hacking here 
and there, but the English with their scientific scalpel cut to the very 
heart, and yet, there is no wound to be seen, and soon the plaster of the 
high talk of civilization, progress and what not covers up the wound.  

 
 Naoroji argued that a great deal of wealth was drained to 

England in the form of Home Charges. The following 
constituted the Home Charges:  

 Incentive to the shareholders of the Company  
 Savings and the salaries of European officials, European traders 

and Planters remitted to England.  
 Pensions to those who retired from civil and military services.  
 The salaries of the staff and the Secretary to Home Government, 

India Office at London  
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 Expenses on wars fought in India and interests for the loans 
obtained from the banks for the conduct of wars and for the 
building of railroads.  

 
India‘s loan to England was 130 million pounds in 1837. It increased 

to 220 million pounds, of this 18 percent was for conducting wars waged 
against Afghanistan and Burma. A government report of 1908 informed 
that on account of railways, India had incurred a debt of 177.5 million 
pounds. In order to give outlet to the saturated capital the British 
secured the capital from private enterprise in England. In the form of 
guaranteed interest of 5 percent, the Colonial state promised to repay 
the interest in sterling. There was a loss of 220 million pounds to India 
on this score.  

 
Calling this as drain of wealth Dadabhai Naoroji lamented that had 

the money drained to England remained in the pockets of Indians, India 
would have economically progressed. Even Gazni Mahmud‘s pillage 
stopped after eighteen times but the British plunder seemed to be 
unending, he quipped. R.C. Dutt estimated that during the last decade 
of the reign of Queen Victoria (1891-1901), of the total income 647 
pounds, 159 million pounds drained to England. This worked to 44 
percent of the total income of the country. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


